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Abstract 
 
Designed transmembrane peptides were employed for investigations of histidine residues within the 

hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer by means of oriented solid-state deuterium NMR 

spectroscopy. Using the model peptide GWALP23 sequence (GGALW(LA)6LWLAGA) as a host 

framework, the effects of single and double histidine mutations were explored. Replacement of leucine 

residue 12 to polar neutral histidine had little influence on the peptide average orientation, however under 

strongly acidic pH conditions in DOPC bilayers, the histidine becomes positively charged (pKa 2.5) and 

the GWALP23-H12 peptide exits the membrane and adopts a surface-bound orientation. Conversely, 

mutation of leucine 14 to neutral histidine altered tilt direction and magnitude of the peptide by a similar 

extent that that previously observed for neutral lysine at position 14. In DOPC bilayers, when histidine 14 

becomes positively charged (pKa 4.1), the peptide remains in a well-defined transmembrane orientation 

with an increased tilt value compared to the neutral form. In DLPC bilayers, no pH dependent behavior 

was observed for either GWALP23-H12 or GWALP23-H14. Mutation of alanine at position 13 to histidine 

caused no change in peptide orientation in DOPC bilayers under neutral pH conditions. When the pH is 

lowered to 2, the spectra contain multiple weak resonances, indicative of multi-state behavior for the 

charged GWALP23-H13 peptide. A leucine to histidine mutation at position 16, located directly below 

Trp19, causes a large change in the azimuthal rotation of the peptide of >100°. When the pH is lowered, 

histidine 16 becomes positively charged (pKa 3.5) and the tilt of the peptide increases. A peptide 

containing a pair of histidine residues at positions 12 and 13 displays behavior consistent with peptide 

oligmerization. The extent of this aggregation behavior appears to vary with pH, lipid composition, and 

macroscopic sample orientation. In DLPC bilayers, the presence of two histidine residues at positions 12 

and 14 results in a decreased tilt value and a greater extent in helix unwinding. In DOPC bilayers, the 

GWALP23-H12,14 peptide orientation can not be explicitly identified. Additionally, unlike the single 

histidine peptides, the GWALP23-H12,14 does not display any pH-dependent behavior over a pH range 

of 2-7. Introducing a pair of histidine residues to positions 12 and 16 in DLPC bilayers results causes a 

change in helix tilt and rotation to allow both histidine residues access to the membrane interface. In 

DOPC bilayers, the GWALP23-H12,16 peptide adopts a surface-bound orientation which does not 

change with pH.  
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Introduction 

Histidine is a key residue for the function of many proteins. Because the pKa of the histidine side chain is 

within physiological pH, it is able to function as both an acid and base in many enzymes. For example, 

serine proteases, a class of enzymes characterized by a catalytic Ser/His/Asp triad, use a His residue as 

both the general acid and base during the enzymatic reaction. The importance of His was recognized 

when David Blow proposed the famous charge relay mechanism (1), which was later refined (2-4) and 

more recently characterized by high-resolution structures of serine protease intermediates (5).  

 

Other examples include unconventional proteases such as the cytomegalovirus protease and rhomboid 

protease. The cytomegalovirus protease, a herpes virus protease, contains a Ser/His/His triad in which a 

His residue, His63 is critical for activity (6) and a second His, His157, residue replaces the Asp residue 

found in classic serine proteases and can also serve as a second active site under certain condtions (7). 

Although Herpes virus proteases are not as kinetically efficient as serine proteases such as trypsin and 

chymotrypsin, perhaps the second active site provides a way for the enzyme to adjust catalytic activity 

(8). Rhomboid proteases contain six transmembrane helices in which the catalytic Ser/His dyad is buried 

(9). Crystal structures of the enzyme show the key Ser and His residues are within hydrogen bonding 

distance and are located in a hydrophilic environment below the surface of the bacterial inner membrane 

(10, 11). Although the mechanism of the enzyme remains unclear, mutagenesis studies have shown both 

the Ser and His residues are essential for activity (12, 13).  

 

In general, transmembrane α-helices are composed of primarily hydrophobic residues and contain very 

few strongly polar amino acids. Although sparse, hydrophilic residues tend to be highly conserved if 

present in transmembrane domains, indicative of their importance in the structure or function of the 

protein (14). Histidine, in particular, has been identified in the transmembrane domains of many proteins 

and is known to be essential to many processes including the binding of prosthetic groups in the 

photosynthetic reaction center (15) and hemes in cytochrome c oxidase (16) as well as structural roles in 

transmembrane domains by forming salt bridges with negatively charged residues or through hydrogen 

bonding and thereby stabilizing the protein (14, 16). Notably, histidine appears to play a key role in the pH 
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sensing of acid-sensing ion channels. The acid-sensing component of these channels contains multiple 

histidine residues either directly adjacent to one another (17) or in nearby positions (18-20). Mutation of 

specific histidine residues to alanines results in elimination of sensitivity of the channel to extracellular pH 

(17, 19, 20).(19-21)(19-21). These mutations may certainly cause a structural or conformational change 

that could directly affect the function of the protein so it is important to gain a fundamental knowledge of 

how these residues interact with the hydrophobic membrane environment. Investigation of such 

interactions in a less complicated peptide-lipid model system may provide insight on how these 

interactions contribute to a large protein system. By employing model peptides to investigate peptide-

membrane interactions it is possible to characterize histidine varying numbers of histidine residues at 

varying depths in the bilayer by changing the positions on the helix.  

 

In recent years, the protonation state of histidine within a lipid bilayer has become a topic of interest. 

Molecular dynamics simulations of ionizable residues inserted into a lipid bilayer have estimated the pKa 

values of arginine, lysine, glutamate, and aspartate by comparison of the free energy difference of the 

charged and uncharged side-chains at different depths of the bilayer (22). Interestingly, histidine was left 

out of these simulations because the multiple protonation states of the side chain are difficult to calculate. 

Solution NMR studies of histidine-rich peptides in the presence of dodecyl-phosphocholine (DPC) 

micelles reveal that the alignment of these sequences with respect to the membrane surface is pH 

dependent (23). The pKa value of a single histidine within a transmembrane environment remains 

unknown. Experimental investigations of the protonation state of histidine within a transmembrane 

peptide are therefore needed and will provide fundamental information on the specific peptide-bilayer 

interactions of histidine-containing proteins. 

 

Biological membranes play many important roles in cellular processes such as cell signaling and the 

transport of ions into and out of the cell. It is important to understand how lipid components of biological 

membranes interact with membrane proteins in order to fully explain the role of the membrane in these 

cellular processes. Biological membranes display a great deal of heterogeneity in their composition 

including varying length of acyl chains, degrees of unsaturation and head group chemistry, as well as a 
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wide range of protein and sterol components. For this reason, it is useful to isolate the bilayer and peptide 

components by employing model membrane and peptide systems to understand their fundamental 

interactions. 

 

Currently, a variety of model membrane systems are widely used (24) for an assortment of membrane-

protein studies, including applications in NMR techniques (25). Model membranes generally consist of 

only a single type of lipid within the bilayer, although mixtures of two lipids can be used quite easily. This 

limits the complexity of the system and allows for tighter experimental control in the investigation of 

protein lipid interactions. Short α-helical model peptides are incorporated into these defined lipid systems, 

as opposed to large membrane-spanning proteins, to avoid difficulties such as multiple transmembrane 

helices that may interact or aggregate. 

 

Synthetic model peptides from the WALP family (acetyl-GWW(LA)nLWWA-amide) have been used to 

exploit a range of peptide-lipid interactions (26-30). WALP peptides do not appear to aggregate (31) and  

are strongly α-helical. These peptides consist of a hydrophobic core of a Leu-Ala repeats and Trp 

residues that flank the ends of the α-helix and partition to the membrane-water interface of the lipid 

bilayer. The peptides are uncharged with the C-terminus capped with an acetyl group and the N-terminus 

with amide or ethanolamide. 

 

Closely related to the WALP peptides, the recently introduced GWALP family (Appendix 1) differs only in 

having a single tryptophan residue near each terminal end, replacing the other tryptophan residues with 

glycine. This new model peptide exhibits greater sensitivity to changes in the bilayer thickness with 

greater distinction of peptide tilt between 1,2-dilauryl-sn-Glycero-3-Phophatidylcholine (DLPC), 1,2-

dimyristoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-

Phosphatidylcholine (DOPC) (32). The limited dynamics and defined orientation of GWALP23 make it 

sensitive to single-residue replacements; it therefore is a suitable host-peptide to investigate individual 

residues in lipid membranes. The GWALP23 peptide has been used as a host peptide for the 
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incorporation of polar residues including GWALP23-R12, GWALP23-R14 (33), GWALP23-K12, and 

GWALP23-K14 (34).  

Solid-state 2H NMR spectroscopy of peptides with deuterium-labeled alanines in macroscopically aligned 

lipid bilayers is a useful technique for the analysis of peptide tilt and rotation (35). It has been shown that 

changes in thickness of the lipid bilayer and peptide length result in changes in the peptide tilt (30, 31). 

Other experimental factors such as the incorporation of polar or charged residues (33, 34, 36) as well as 

changes in the protonation state of ionizable side-chains (34) can be observed using this method. This 

technique utilizes oriented plate samples that mechanically align the lipid bilayer with the magnetic field. 

These samples can be placed into the probe with the bilayer normal either parallel (β=0º) or perpendicular 

(β=90º) to the magnetic field. If there is fast rotational averaging about the bilayer normal, the 2H NMR 

quadrupolar splittings measured at β=0º are expected to be double the magnitude of the β=90º splittings. 

Alignment of lipid bilayers in oriented samples can be confirmed using 31P NMR. Solid State 2H NMR is 

sensitive to changes in peptide tilt resulting from a range of experimental conditions and is therefore a 

useful tool in the analysis of peptide-lipid interactions. 
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Chapter 1: Ionization Properties of Histidine Residues in the Lipid Bilayer Membrane Environment 

1.1 Abstract 

We address the critically important ionization properties of histidine side chains of membrane proteins, 

when exposed directly to lipid acyl chains within lipid bilayer membranes. The problem is important for 

addressing general principles that may underlie membrane protein function. To this end, we have 

employed a favorable host peptide framework provided by GWALP23 (acetyl-

GGALW5LALALALALALALW19LAGA-amide). We inserted His residues into position 12 or 14 of 

GWALP23 (replacing either Leu12 or Leu14) and incorporated specific [2H]Ala labels within the helical core 

sequence. Solid-state 2H NMR spectra report the folding and orientation of the core sequence, revealing 

marked differences in the histidine-containing transmembrane helix behavior between acidic and neutral 

pH conditions. At neutral pH, the GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-H14 helices exhibit well defined tilted 

transmembrane orientations in dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) and dilauroylphosphatidylcholine 

(DLPC) bilayer membranes. Under acidic conditions, when His12 is protonated and charged, the 

GWALP23-H12 helix exhibits a major population that moves to the DOPC bilayer surface and a minor 

population that occupies multiple transmembrane states. The response to protonation of His14 is an 

increase in helix tilt, but GWALP23-H14 remains in a transmembrane orientation. The results suggest 

pKa values of less than 3 for His12and about 3–5 for His14 in DOPC membranes. In the thinner DLPC 

bilayers, with increased water access, the helices are less responsive to changes in pH. The combined 

results enable us to compare the ionization properties of lipid-exposed His, Lys, and Arg side chains in 

lipid bilayer membranes. 
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1.2 Introduction 

Since the identification of histidine in the active site of chymotrypsin (1, 2) and the formulation of the 

“charge-relay” (or catalytic triad) hypothesis (3), the importance of the imidazole side chain for acid-base 

catalysis has been widely recognized. Imidazole is the only group on a protein side chain with a 

pKa around neutrality in aqueous physiological buffer (2). It is therefore vitally important to also know the 

ionization properties of the His side chain at various locations within lipid bilayer membranes. Indeed, as 

with soluble proteins, many membrane proteins contain functionally important His residues within their 

transmembrane domains: for example, those of the photosynthetic reaction center (4), 

cytochrome c oxidase (5, 6), influenza A M2 channel (7-10), and other transporters and channels (11-14). 

Given that proton conduction may require clusters of multiple residues (5, 6), it is important to know the 

limits for the titration properties of candidate residues such as histidines and carboxyl groups, among 

others, in bilayer membranes. 

 

 

Polar residues within the membrane core of α-helical proteins, although sparse, are highly conserved. In 

many cases, this conservation is due to the direct involvement of these residues to the function of the 

protein (15). Numerous membrane proteins display pH-dependent behavior, and often a histidine residue 

within the membrane core acts as a pH “sensor” for the protein. For example, the protonation of a single 

His residue in the diphtheria toxin T domain results in a major conformational change leading eventually 

to the translocation of the catalytic C domain across the endosomal membrane. Interestingly, 

replacement of this His residue with Arg results in significant protein unfolding at neutral pH (16). Histidine 

is also a key residue in the pH-dependent M2 channel of the influenza A virus, where a single residue, 

His37, is responsible for channel activation (10) and the proton-selective conductance of the channel (17). 

 

 

Some of the pKa values for crucial residues in membrane proteins are likely to differ substantially from the 

canonical values that are observed in aqueous solution (5, 6). A key advance toward understanding 

ionization behavior in lipid membranes was made by MacCallum et al. (18), who employed molecular 
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dynamics simulations to calculate the partitioning of the neutral and charged forms of the side chains of 

Glu, Asp, Lys, and Arg between bulk water and a lipid bilayer of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine 

(DOPC). Interestingly, histidine was not modeled because “His is difficult to treat accurately due to its 

multiple possible protonation states” (18), namely the possibility of deprotonation from either of the two 

NH groups of charged imidazolium to give two different neutral isomers. With the dearth of modeling 

results, it becomes ever more important to have experimental results about the pKa of the His imidazole 

side chain in bilayer membranes. 

 

 

An avenue for measuring side chain pKa values in the lipid membrane environment is provided by the 

framework of GWALP23, acetyl-GGALW(LA)6LWLAGA-[ethanol]amide (19, 20), which possesses two 

interfacial Trp residues and maintains a preferred and well defined tilted transmembrane orientation with 

low dynamic averaging (20-23). Indeed, GWALP23 (or its cousin having Tyr5 instead of Trp5) has been 

employed to determine a pKa of 6.5 at 37 °C for a lipid-exposed lysine side chain located about 8 Å from 

the center of DOPC bilayer membranes (24). Within the same framework, arginine is observed not to 

titrate below pH 9 (24). In agreement with molecular simulations (18), the Arg guanidinium group would 

prefer to exit the lipid bilayer rather than to deprotonate (25). It is furthermore striking that the pKa of Lys is 

altered more by the bilayer environment than is the pKa of Arg (24), when compared with a bulk water 

environment. 

 

 

With the results for Lys and Arg in hand, in this study we employ the GWALP23 framework to examine 

the pKa values for His side chains at two locations in bilayer membranes of differing lipid thickness, 

namely DOPC and DLPC. In parallel with observations for lysine, the lipid bilayer environment tends to 

favor the neutral unprotonated state of histidine. Specifically, we find that the pKa of a lipid-exposed His 

imidazole side chain depends upon its bilayer location and its accessibility to the bulk aqueous solution. 

The results then assume a more general significance because they enable comparisons of the relative 
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influence of the bilayer membrane environment on the pKa values for the side chains of arginine, lysine, 

and histidine. 
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1.3 Results 

To probe the influence of the hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer on the ionization behavior of the 

histidine imidazole side chain, single His residues were introduced into the GWALP23 sequence (Table 1) 

at position 12, located directly between the two anchoring Trp residues, on the same helix face, 

separated by seven residues on both sides, or at position 14, located on the opposite face of the helix 

(Fig. 1). Using peptides with specifically labeled [2H]alanine residues, we employed solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy as a means to characterize peptide behavior in aligned lipid bilayer membranes. The 

repeating Leu-Ala core sequence of GWALP23 favors peptide folding into α-helical secondary structure 

within the hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer. To verify that the peptides retain their α-helical 

character with the addition of His residues, circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded. Indeed, the CD 

spectra for both GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-H14 show a minimum near 208 nm and a broad shoulder 

at 222 nm, indicative of α-helical secondary structure. The bilayers also were well aligned, as indicated by 

the 31P NMR spectra of the head groups. 

 

To assess the helix orientations, the 2H NMR spectra of Ala-d4-labeled GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-

H14 peptides were recorded in DLPC and DOPC bilayer-incorporated samples, hydrated with 10 

mM buffer at a variety of pH conditions. The 2H NMR spectra for the aligned samples reveal significant 

differences in peptide behavior between the GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-H14 isomers. Under neutral 

pH conditions, the spectra of the -H12 peptide in bilayers of DOPC or DLPC exhibit distinct signals for 

each CD3 methyl side chain of the six core alanine residues, consistent with dynamic averaging about a 

predominant and well defined tilted transmembrane orientation in each of the lipid bilayer membranes 

(Fig. 2). Spectra of GWALP23-H14 in DLPC bilayers, hydrated with pH 6 buffer, also display sharp, well 

defined quadrupolar splittings. In DOPC bilayers, however, spectra of the -H14 peptide appear to have 

somewhat broader signals with lower signal to noise ratio. When the pH is lowered, the spectral quality 

improves for GWALP23-H14 (see below), whereas GWALP23-H12 displays multi-state behavior at low 

pH. 
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As indicated (Fig. 2), above pH 4, the 2H NMR spectra of the core alanine methyl groups of GWALP23-

H12 show well defined signals in DLPC and DOPC bilayers, with quadrupolar splitting magnitudes nearly 

identical to those of the host peptide, GWALP23 (Table 2). Importantly, the peptide orientation does not 

change when Leu is replaced with a polar (yet neutral) His residue at position 12, located between 

Trp5 and Trp19. When the pH is lowered to 2, the His residue becomes charged, leading to spectra that 

exhibit multiple weak resonances, similar to those of Y5GWALP23-K+12 and GWALP23-R+12. 

Furthermore, we also observe the emergence of an additional set of strong resonances, as evident 

from Fig. 3. These signals likely correspond to a new predominant orientation of the -H+12 peptide helix, 

occupied by ∼70% of the population, in addition to multiple minor states. It is possible, therefore, to 

monitor the disappearance of the sharp signals observed at pH 4 and the appearance of a new signal at 

low pH to estimate the filling of this new state as well as the disappearance of the original state as a 

function of pH. The major tilted transmembrane orientation of GWALP23-H12 is 50% populated at pH 2.6, 

and the new orientation is 50% populated at pH 2.3 (Fig. 4). These observations are consistent with the 

fact that the ionization of the His residue of the -H012 peptide does not follow a simple two-state 

equilibrium. Because the -H012 population interconverts with the new major orientation and the multiple 

minor states at pH 2.6, the single-state, tilted transmembrane population of the -H012 peptide will be 

greater than that of the new major orientation or any of the minor states. Also apparent from Fig. 3 is the 

emergence at low pH of new sets of 2H resonances with large Δνq magnitudes, which likely arise from 

backbone Cα deuterons. We note that our d4-Ala residues always contain a Cα deuteron, and resonances 

from backbone deuterons have often been observed in arginine-containing peptides (25, 26). We do not 

yet understand the molecular properties or environmental conditions that govern the emergence of these 

signals within the context of the quadrupolar echo pulse sequence. In DLPC bilayers, the spectra of 

GWALP23-H12 retain strong, well defined signals under low pH conditions. 

 

For the case of GWALP23-H14, when the pH is lowered from 6 to 2 in DOPC bilayers, the 2H NMR 

spectral quality improves. Furthermore, changes in |Δνq| for methyl groups of the core alanines, including 

Ala7 and Ala17, are also observed (Fig. 5). To confirm the spectral assignments of alanine residues when 

Ala15 and Ala17 are labeled, measurements were also recorded using a peptide with a single 2H-labeled 
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Ala17. The collective changes in the |Δνq| magnitudes reveal a single well defined transmembrane 

orientation of GWALP23-H+14, with a different helix tilt than that of the neutral -H014 peptide. These 

results are analogous to those observed for GWALP23-K14 (24). By observing the 2H quadrupolar 

splittings of selected alanine CD3 groups as a function of pH, we obtained sets of titration curves for the 

histidine imidazole ring of GWALP23-H14 in DOPC bilayers (Fig. 6). It is important to note that the 

peptide contains no other ionizable groups. The titration curves for the pH dependence of the quadrupolar 

splittings of deuterated Ala7 and Ala17 both reveal a pKa of 4.1 for the buried His residue in GWALP23-

H14 at the NMR experimental temperature of 50 °C (Fig. 6). Based on the reported temperature 

dependence of the ionization of the histidine imidazole side chain (27), we deduce pKa values of ∼4.4 at 

25 °C and ∼4.3 at 37 °C for His14. Importantly, no titration is observed for the parent peptide with Leu14, 

as no ionizable groups are present in the peptide. In DOPC bilayer membranes at 37 °C, a pKa of 4.3 for 

His14 should be compared with values of 6.5 for Lys14 and >9 for Arg14 (24). It therefore appears that 

the pKa of bilayer-incorporated lysine is lowered (relative to the value in aqueous solution) to a greater 

extent than that of bilayer-incorporated arginine or histidine residue (see “Discussion”). 

 

Interestingly, similar titration experiments in DLPC bilayers show no changes in the quadrupolar splittings 

of the His14 or His12 peptides over a pH range of 2.5–12. Apparently, the histidines in DLPC are 

sufficiently exposed to the aqueous solvent that their titration does not influence the helix tilt of 

GWALP23-H14 or GWALP23-H12 in the thinner bilayers of DLPC. Nevertheless, the peptide behavior in 

DLPC is sensitive to the presence of the polar His14. Furthermore, some backbone Cα deuteron 

resonances are observed for GWALP23-H14 in DLPC (results not shown). 

 

 

On the basis of the 2H quadrupolar splittings of the six core alanine methyl side chains for each of the 

transmembrane peptides, the helix tilt and rotation were analyzed using the “geometric analysis of labeled 

alanines” (GALA) (28, 29) approach (Table 3). The GALA method uses an α-helical geometry and a 

principal “semi-static” order parameter Szz to give an approximate treatment for describing the relative 

extent of overall motion of the helix. Based upon the 2H NMR quadrupolar splittings, this method uses the 
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helix tilt (τ), the azimuthal rotation (ρ), and Szz as variables to find the lowest RMSD value. Alternatively, 

we also treated the helix dynamics using a modified Gaussian analysis to treat the widths of distributions 

of tilt (στ) and azimuthal rotation (σρ) (22, 23). Importantly, the different methods of analysis lead to the 

same conclusions about the transmembrane helix tilt of GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-H14. 

 

From the semi-static method, we observe distinctly different orientations in DLPC bilayers for the 

GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-H14 peptides (Fig. 7), reflecting different ionization states of the His side 

chain. The tilt and rotation values of GWALP23-H12 are nearly identical to those of the host peptide, 

GWALP23 (Table 3; see also Ref. 20). Remarkably, there is no difference in peptide orientation when 

neutral (yet polar) histidine is substituted for neutral leucine at position 12, directly between the two 

interfacial Trp residues, on the same face of the helix. Interestingly, this is not the case for His at position 

14, located on the opposite face of the helix. GALA analysis of GWALP23-H14 in DLPC bilayers indicates 

that the orientation of the His14 peptide differs from the host peptide, GWALP23, with Leu14, with a 

change of tilt Δτ of about 5° and a change of rotation Δρ of about 50° (Table 3). As can be seen in Fig. 7, 

the orientation for the helix with -H+14 is nearly identical to that of the -R+14 or -K+14 peptide (24). 

 

Similar to the case of DLPC, in DOPC, the orientation of GWALP23-H012 once again is nearly identical to 

that of GWALP23 itself, as seen in Fig. 8. Interestingly, in addition to the multiple weak resonances, an 

additional set of signals is observed at low pH. The new peaks at low pH are due to changes in the 

population of helix orientations, not to changes in the lipid bilayer. As confirmation, no changes are 

observed in the NMR spectra for the peptide or the lipid for GWALP23 in DOPC at pH 2.0 (data not 

shown). GALA analysis of GWALP23-H12 at pH 2 reveals a new orientation, in addition to the multi-state 

behavior, for the charged GWALP23-H+12. This new orientation likely corresponds to a surface-bound 

state in which the charged -H+12 peptide comes out of the membrane, as the new tilt of the core helix is 

81°. Nevertheless, in DOPC, -H014 serves to confer a different tilt from that of either the -R+14 peptide or 

the GWALP23 parent, as has been observed similarly when -K014 is present (24). GALA analysis of the -

H+14 peptide in DOPC bilayers at pH 2 shows an increased tilt for the charged -H+14 peptide, when 

compared with the neutral -H014 peptide. This new orientation is similar to that observed for both the -
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R+14 and -K+14 peptides. By means of quadrupolar wave plots, Fig. 8 summarizes three different 

preferred tilted states for transmembrane helices that differ only with respect to whether the position 14 

side chain is charged (cationic), neutral polar, or neutral hydrophobic. 

 

The accumulated results (Table 3) indicate that the transmembrane orientation of the core helix of 

GWALP23 depends upon not only the bilayer thickness, but also the identities and charge states of the 

side chains of residues 12 and 14. Importantly, the helix orientations do not depend upon the method for 

estimating the helix dynamics, whether semi-static or modified Gaussian. Indeed, the deduced values for 

the helix tilt (τ0) and azimuthal rotation (ρ0) agree for the two methods of analysis (Table 3). Other than 

the case of GWALP23-H012 in DOPC, for which the polar imidazole ring is located between two flanking 

Trp indole rings, the values of σρ from the modified Gaussian analysis (Table 3) are uniformly low, 

indicating only low to moderate dynamic averaging for each of the target transmembrane helices 

considered here. The somewhat higher value of σρ for GWALP23-H012 in thicker DOPC bilayers is not 

surprising, given that the protonation to yield GWALP23-H+12 leads to a major population exiting to the 

membrane surface along with multi-state behavior for the minor population of helices that remain in 

DOPC at low pH (see also Fig. 3). 

 

The accumulated results furthermore illustrate several core principles. A neutral residue at position 12, 

between the flanking tryptophan indole rings 5 and 19 of GWALP23, whether leucine or neutral histidine 

or lysine, confers the same global orientation for the tilted transmembrane core helix. By contrast, a 

charged residue at position 12, whether arginine or charged histidine or lysine, confers multi-state 

behavior to the helix, in which a significant fraction of the population exits the membrane (25). Notably, 

residue 14 is located on the opposite face of the core helix from the flanking tryptophans 5 and 19. When 

the side chain of position 14 is altered, single-state behavior is always observed, but the favored state for 

the core helix takes on one of three choices (Fig. 8), depending upon whether the side chain of residue 

14 is charged or neutral/polar or neutral/nonpolar. For the position 14 side chains as well as the position 

12 side chains, the results are consistent among lysine, histidine, and arginine. 
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1.4 Discussion 

We have examined the ionization properties of a lipid-exposed histidine residue incorporated into a 

transmembrane helix at two different positions, as well as the influence of histidine residue titration on the 

peptide orientations in the hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer. The results establish important 

limits for understanding membrane protein functions that involve proton-transfer reactions or other proton-

mediated events. We will discuss the dependence of transmembrane helix orientations on His residue 

location and protonation state, the titration behavior of His12 and His14 in bilayer-incorporated GWALP23, 

the transmembrane to surface transition when His12 is protonated, and comparisons with the titration 

behavior of other histidines in soluble proteins or membrane environments. Finally, we will address the 

current status for understanding and comparing experimental or predicted differences in titration behavior 

when His or Lys as opposed to Arg is incorporated into a lipid bilayer membrane. 

 

 

GWALP23-H012, with a neutral imidazole ring, is shown to have a transmembrane orientation identical to 

that of unmodified GWALP23 in both DLPC and DOPC bilayers. Notably, the helix orientation of 

GWALP23 is determined by the tryptophan residues, along with unwinding of the helix terminals (30), and 

the presence of neutral, polar His instead of Leu at position 12 does not alter this orientation. By contrast, 

GWALP23-H014 adopts a tilted transmembrane orientation distinct from that of the host peptide, similar to 

that observed (24) for Y5GWALP23-K014. Interestingly, the presence of neutral, polar His or Lys at 

position 14 results in a 40°-50° change in peptide rotation about the helix axis, suggesting that a polar 

residue instead of Leu at position 14 modulates the orientation of the peptide, along with the interfacial 

Trp residues and possibly the terminal fraying. Although there is little change in the overall helicity when 

Leu14 is substituted by -H014 or -K014, as confirmed by circular dichroism spectra (see also Ref. (23)) and 

by the GALA curves (Figs. 7 and 8), admittedly there could be minor changes in the local helicity or 

terminal fraying that accompany the non-conservative replacement of Leu with His or Lys. 
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In DOPC bilayers, we observe major changes in peptide behavior as a function of pH. In the case of 

His12, under strongly acidic pH conditions, the His residue becomes charged and a significant population 

of GWALP23-H+12 abandons the transmembrane orientation and exits to the membrane surface. 

Conversely, protonation of His at position 14 results in a small increase in the peptide tilt and additional 

azimuthal rotation about the helix axis, with the peptide remaining in a transmembrane orientation. This 

new orientation most likely provides greater access to the interfacial region of the membrane for the 

charged His imidazolium ring, which allows the peptide helix to remain in a stable transmembrane 

orientation. The situation is similar for GWALP23-R+14 and GWALP23-K+14 (24, 25). Interestingly, the 

deuterium NMR spectra for GWALP23-H014 are slightly broadened when compared with those of 

GWALP23-H+14. The spectral differences suggest differences in peptide dynamics between the neutral 

and charged forms of the -H14 peptide. That is, the signal broadening observed for the GWALP23-H014 

suggests that the neutral form may slow the motion of the peptide helix. 

 

 

Our results are consistent with a low pKa for His12. Because of the multiple states associated with the -

H+12 peptide, in equilibrium with a single transmembrane state for GWALP23-H012, it is not possible to 

directly assign a pKa value for bilayer-incorporated His12. Despite these limitations, one observes that the 

major tilted transmembrane orientation of GWALP23-H012 is 50% populated at pH 2.6, and the 

perpendicular interfacial orientation of GWALP23-H+12 is 50% populated at pH 2.3 (Fig. 4). Although not 

a two-state equilibrium, we suggest that these midpoints constitute upper and lower limits of the pKa for 

His12 in DOPC bilayers. 

 

 

What is the surface orientation of GWALP23-H+12 at low pH? We have addressed this question using a 

semi-static GALA analysis with principal Szz order parameter, as well as a modified Gaussian analysis, 

employing Cα-deuteron quadrupolar splittings from Ala7 and Ala9 in addition to the available alanine 

methyl 2H quadrupolar splittings. Both methods yield the surface orientation depicted in Fig. 9, with tilt τ = 

810 and azimuthal rotation ρ = 2960. (The extent of dynamic averaging is low, as σρ is 5° when στ is fixed 
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at 5° in the modified Gaussian; or Szz is 0.85 in the semi-static treatment.) The azimuthal rotation, which 

fits the surface orientation of GWALP23-H+12 (Fig. 9), places the His and Trp side chains, on the same 

face of the helix, approximately parallel to the membrane surface, such that these side chains point 

neither into nor out of the membrane. The rotational preference is perhaps a compromise among the 

aromatic Trp and charged His side chains. Indeed, the rotational preference contrasts with that observed 

for several amphipathic surface-active antimicrobial peptides. For example, the amphipathic PGLa 

peptide binds to a bilayer surface so as to orient four lysine residues away from the bilayer, toward the 

aqueous solution (31). To explore the issue further, we searched for other possible minima in the rotation 

space for the surface-bound GWALP23-H+12. In this process, we found no solutions other than the helix 

orientation shown in Fig. 9A. For comparison, the dependence of RMSD of the fit to the 2H NMR data 

upon azimuthal rotation of the GWALP23-H+12 helix on the surface of a DOPC bilayer is illustrated in Fig. 

9B. 

 

In thinner DLPC bilayers, we observe different behavior in response to ionization of His12 in GWALP23. 

Interestingly, even at pH 2.1, the majority of the His12 population remains in the same tilted 

transmembrane orientation as observed at pH 8. We do, however, observe some signal broadening and 

the presence of weak multiple signals at pH 2.1. This could indicate the presence of some multi-state 

behavior for the -H+12 peptide; however, no signals corresponding to a perpendicular interfacial 

orientation are observed. It is possible that the pKa of His12 in DLPC bilayers is much lower than 2.1; 

however, another likely scenario is that water is able more easily to penetrate the thinner DLPC 

membrane and thereby satisfy the charge of His12, so that no major change in peptide helix orientation is 

observed when the imidazole ring titrates. 

 

 

In soluble proteins, the depth of burial of a His imidazole ring and the polarity of the microenvironment 

influence the His side chain pKa (32). That is, buried histidine residues in soluble proteins are found in 

mixed polar/apolar environments, and therefore, the pKa values can vary tremendously depending on a 

range of factors. For example, His149 is completely buried within the hydrophobic core of xylanase and 
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has a pKa < 2.3 (33), whereas His72 of bovine protein tyrosine phosphatase has a pKa of 9.2, due to 

electrostatic interactions between the buried imidazole ring and nearby negatively charged side chains 

(34). In staphylococcal nuclease, the pKa of His121 has been extensively studied. The observed pKa for 

this partially buried residue is 5.3; however, when nearby glutamic acid residue Glu75 is mutated to Ala, 

resulting in a more hydrophobic microenvironment for the His imidazole ring, the pKa of His121drops to 

4.0 (35). 

 

 

A large range of pKa values is also observed for histidine residues of transmembrane domains. His37 is 

responsible for pH activation and selectivity of the tetrameric M2 ion channel of influenza A protein. A 

titration curve generated from 15N spectra of His37yielded doubly degenerate pKa values of 7.6 and 4.5 

(36). Single His residues engineered along the helical lining of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor 

transmembrane pore have pKa values higher than 6.4, illustrating their accessibility to the aqueous phase 

(37). In a similar fashion, His residues in model helical peptides LAH2 and LAH4 incorporated in 

dodecylphosphocholine micelles have pKa values in a range from 4.9 to 6.6 (38), also suggesting 

aqueous access for the His side chains in the small micelles. These results are seemingly analogous to 

our observations for His12 of GWALP23 in the thin bilayers of DLPC. The extent of aqueous access, 

therefore, is likely to dictate the histidine pKa value in the membrane environment, which, in turn, will 

influence the pH dependence of membrane protein folding and function. 

 

 

As an example of the folding/function paradigm, the human chloride intracellular channel 1 converts 

between cytosolic and membrane forms with changes in pH, with His74 and His185 providing major 

contributions to the pH-dependent conformational stability (39). Our observation of the helix repositioning 

as a function of the histidine protonation state (Fig. 9) is therefore emblematic of the potential for large-

scale conformational rearrangements of membrane proteins in response to pH or other signal effectors. A 

further example is provided by residues 1–19 of the islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP1–19), for which the rat 

and human sequences are identical, except that residue Arg18 in rat is replaced by His18 in human (40). 
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At pH 7.3, the more toxic human IAPP1–19 with His18 (presumably neutral) inserts more deeply into lipid 

micelles, whereas the less toxic rat IAPP1–19 with Arg18 is surface-bound (40). At lower pH, the His18 and 

Arg18 peptides behave similarly (40). Similar to our observations with residue 12 in GWALP23 (Fig. 9), 

the charge status of residue 18 in IAPP1–19 seems to dictate the nature of the peptide/lipid binding and 

interaction. These observations illustrate the vital importance of having detailed direct comparisons 

among His, Lys, and Arg to define their influence on membrane protein structure and function. 

 

 

The pH-dependent behavior that we observe for His12 and His14 in DOPC bilayers can be compared 

with results for buried Lys and Arg in analogous positions (25). For arginine, we are unable to observe 

loss of the positive charge due to deprotonation, up to at least pH 9 (24), and perhaps higher (41). 

Instead, the charged guanidinium group would rather exit the DOPC bilayer (25) than release a proton. 

Numerous molecular dynamics simulations are in agreement with this observation for arginine (18, 42-

45). Arginine also remains cationic when buried in the hydrophobic interior of a folded protein (46). We 

note furthermore that the experimental value for the aqueous pKa of the Arg guanidinium side chain 

recently has been revised upward to 13.8 (47). 

 

 

As noted, comparisons among histidine, lysine, and arginine in DOPC bilayer membranes are of interest. 

The lysine residue Lys14 has a pKa of 6.5 in DOPC (24), about 4 pH units below that of Lys in aqueous 

buffer. Residue Lys12 in the GWALP23 framework also experiences a pKa shift of at least 4 units, a 

lower limit for the extent of the shift (24). Although buried slightly more deeply than Lys14, and at least 

partially occluded from solvent access by Trp indole rings (26), one is unable to distinguish whether the 

pKa of Lys12 is actually lower than that of Lys14 (24). Nevertheless, the present results resolutely show 

that the pKa values for His12 and His14 on the GWALP23 framework are different from one another in 

DOPC bilayers. We observe at 50 °C a pKa value of 4.1 for His14 (Fig. 6; corresponding to 4.4 at 25 °C) 

and an even lower pKa between 2.3 and 2.6 for His12 (Fig. 4). The pKa shift is therefore position-

dependent for the histidine side chain on the GWALP23 helix in DOPC. Notably, moreover, the extent of 
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the pKa shift, relative to the aqueous value, follows a trend from arginine to histidine to lysine. For 

transmembrane GWALP23 in DOPC, a pKa shift is undetected for Arg14, and is about 2 pH units for 

His14 and 4 pH units for Lys14. 

 

 

We likewise compare our results with recent simulations utilizing a constant pH molecular dynamics 

technique (48). The agreement between experiments and the computational predictions is quite good, as 

Panahi and Brooks (48) have calculated pKa values of 4.5 ± 0.3 for His14 and 4.0 ± 0.1 for His12 on the 

GWALP23 helix in DOPC bilayers. As a caveat, one notes that GWALP23-H+12 moves to primarily a 

surface orientation at low pH (Fig. 9), although the time scale for the exit of the helix from the bilayer 

should be slow relative to the time scale of the calculations (48). 
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1.5 Concluding Remarks 

Histidine residues are significant for not only soluble protein function but also membrane protein function. 

Our results fill gaps in the knowledge of His imidazole ionization properties in lipid bilayer membranes. 

When attached to the transmembrane GWALP23 helix and buried within a bilayer membrane of DOPC, 

the His imidazole side chain displays position-dependent titration behavior. When located in the central 

position of the peptide sequence, His12 displays a pKa of about 2.3–2.6, perhaps influenced also by a 

tryptophan “cage” (26). The somewhat off-center His14displays a pKa of about 4.1, in excellent 

agreement with computational predictions (48). The transmembrane helix responds to the histidine 

titration by changing its tilt when His14 is protonated or by exiting the bilayer when His12 is protonated. 

By contrast, in the thinner DLPC bilayer membranes, the more highly tilted transmembrane helices show 

little response to changes in pH. 

 

 

The present results allow us to compare the ionization behavior of Arg, Lys, and His side chains in DOPC 

bilayer membranes. The summary findings are that the Arg guanidinium seeks hydration or exits the 

bilayer but does not release its proton, the Lys ammonium pKa is at least 4 pH units lower than its 

aqueous value, and the His imidazolium pKa is about 2–4 pH units lower, depending on its location in the 

bilayer. These results are of interest and importance for experiments as well as molecular dynamics 

simulations that address the properties of membrane proteins. 
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1.6 Experimental Procedures 

Peptides were synthesized using solid-phase methods on a 0.1-mmol scale using an Applied Biosystems 

433A synthesizer from Life Technologies. Protected amino acids were purchased from Novabiochem 

(San Diego, CA). Histidine and tryptophan side chains were protected with trityl and t-butoxycarbonyl 

protecting groups, respectively. Peptide cleavage from Rink amide resin was accomplished by treatment 

at 22 °C with a solution of trifluoroacetic acid/triisopropyl silane/water/phenol (85/5/5/5, v/v/v/w) over a 2-h 

period. The cleavage mixture was then filtered to separate the free peptide from the resin support. The 

crude peptide was precipitated using a 50/50 mixture of methyl-t-butyl ether and hexane and lyophilized 

from a 50/50 mixture of acetonitrile and water. Peptides were purified by reversed-phase HPLC on an 

octyl-silica column (Zorbax Rx-C8, 9.4 × 250 mm, 5-µm particle size; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 

CA) using a gradient of 92–96% methanol, with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (v/v), over 24 min. Analytical 

HPLC and MALDI-TOF analyses were used to verify the peptide purity and identity. 

 

 

Mechanically aligned samples (1:60, peptide:lipid) for solid-state 2H NMR experiments were prepared 

using DOPC or DLPC (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) and hydrated (45%, w/w) with 10 mM glycine, 

acetate, or citrate buffer in deuterium-depleted water at specified pH values between pH 2 and pH 8. 

Bilayer alignment of each sample was confirmed by 31P NMR spectroscopy using a Bruker Avance 300 

spectrometer (Billerica, MA). Deuterium NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Avance 300 

spectrometer at 50 °C, at β = 90° or β = 0° macroscopic sample orientations, using a quadrupolar echo 

pulse sequence (49) with full phase cycling, a 90-ms recycle delay, 3.2-µs pulse length, and 115-µs echo 

delay. Between 0.7 and 1 million free induction decays were collected for each 2H experiment. Fourier 

transformation was accomplished using an exponential weighting function with 100-Hz line broadening. 

 

 

The sealed, hydrated samples with ester lipids at pH 2.0 were found to be stable for several days. 

Samples above pH 4.0 are stable for several months. The intrinsic pKa of the DOPC lipid phosphate 

group has been measured to be about 0.8–1.0 (50). Furthermore, our control experiments with GWALP23 
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in ester lipids showed no changes in the 2H or 31P NMR spectra at pH 2.0 when compared with pH 6.0, 

indicating that the changes we observe at pH 2 for the -H12 and -H14 peptides are solely a result of the 

changes in ionization state of the His residue. 

 

 

Helix orientations were analyzed by means of the semi-static GALA method, using the average tilt τ of the 

helix axis, the azimuthal rotation ρ, and the principal order parameter Szz as variables (28, 29). 

Additionally, we employed a modified Gaussian approach based on τ, ρ, a distribution width σρ, and a 

fixed στ, as described previously (22). 
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1.10 Tables 

Table 1. Sequences of GWALP23 Peptides with Single His, Arg or Lys Substitutions 

Name Sequence Reference 
GWALP23 acetyl-GGALWLALALALALALALWLAGA-amide (19, 20) 
GWALP23-H12 acetyl-GGALWLALALAH12ALALALWLAGA-amide This work 
GWALP23-H14 acetyl-GGALWLALALALAH14ALALWLAGA-amide This work 
GWALP23-R12 acetyl-GGALWLALALAR12ALALALWLAGA-amide (25) 
GWALP23-R14 acetyl-GGALWLALALALAR14ALALWLAGA-amide (25) 
Y5GWALP23-K12 acetyl-GGALYLALALAK12ALALALWLAGA-amide (24) 
Y5GWALP23-K14 acetyl-GGALYLALALALAK14ALALWLAGA-amide (24) 
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Table 2. 2H NMR quadrupolar splitting magnitudes (|Δνq|, in kHz) for labeled core alanine CD3 groups in 
GWALP23 peptides with single residue replacementsa 

Lipid Peptide pH 
Alanine CD3 Position Reference 

7 9 11 13 15 17 
 

DLPC 

H+/014 2.0-
8.2b 

31.6 
± 0.6c 

16.6 21.8 11.7 1.8 30.6 
this work 

R+14 -- 33.0 21.1 25.7 9.3 6.8 30.8 (26) 
H+/012 2.0-

8.2b 
28.3 28.3 27.0 19.2 22.4 1.6 

this work 

L12,14 -- 26.4 25.5 26.9 14.6 20.7 3.4 (20, 23) 

DOPC 

H+14 2.0 24.8 4.0 14.8 11.8 1.1 26.6 this work 
R+14 -- 26.6 5.5 16.0 13.1 1.3 28.0 (25) 
K+14 5.2 20.2 3.2 8.4 19.7 10.5 29.8 (24) 
H014 6.0 

19.4 1.6 15.0 10.0 
1.2 
1.1 

22.0 
this work 

K014 8.2 19.2 1.0 11.4 11.4 1.0 18.2 (24) 
H012 4.0 16.2 0.4 17.4 2.8 18.4 0.6 this work 
H+12 2.0 25 56 18.5 1.2 -- -- this workd 
L12,14 -- 16.6 1.7 16.7 1.5 15.4 2.6 (20, 23) 

 

aSample orientation is β=0°.  Each value (in kHz) is the average of the magnitude observed at β=0° and 
twice the magnitude observed for a β=90° sample orientation. The position of each labeled alanine is 
identified. The positions of the variable amino acid residues are indicated as H12, H14, R12, R14, K12, or 
K14; with the side-chain charge indicated, if known.  The label L12,14 refers to host peptide, GWALP23. 

bResults in DLPC are independent of pH between 2.0-8.2.  

cBased on repeated measurements from multiple duplicated samples, the uncertainty in measuring |Δνq| 
is within a range of ± 0.6 kHz.  

dAlso observed quadrupolar splittings corresponding to the Cα-deuterons of A7 and A9 with magnitudes 
of 92 kHz and 102 kHz, respectively, at β=0° sample orientation.   
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Table 3. Semistatic GALA and modified Gaussian analysis of transmembrane orientations of related 
GWALP23 peptidesa 

 

 

Lipid Peptid
e pH 

GALA Fit Results Modified Gaussian Resultsb 
Reference τ0 ρ0 Szz 

RMSD 
(kHz) τ0 ρ0 σρ RMSD 

(kHz) 

DLPC 

H+/014 2.0-8.2c 26.7° ± 
5d 

253°± 
2 0.80 0.93 29° 253° 24° 0.62 this work 

R+14 --e 26.7 260 0.83 1.58 26 260 0 1.65 (26) 

H+/012 2.0-8.2c 23.3± 
3 

308 ± 
2 0.70 0.66 18 305 15 1.34 this work 

L12,14 -- 21.0 305 0.71 0.7 23 304 33 0.7 (23) 

DOPC 

H+14 2.0 14.0 ± 
3 

246 ± 
1 0.90 1.03 19 247 24 1.28 this work 

R+14 --e 15.0 247 0.93 0.89 19 246 17 1.33 (25) 

K+14 5.2 15.3 228 0.88 1.20 17 227 21 1.28 (24) 

H014 6.0 10.3 ± 
1 

248 ± 
2 0.89 1.36 11 249 18 0.67 this work 

K014 8.2 9.0 244 0.86 0.31 10 243 18 0.36 (24) 

H012 4.0 6.0 ± 1 338 ± 
3 0.93 0.74 10 332 48 0.89 this work 

H+12f 2.0 81.0 ± 
1 

296 ± 
1 0.85 0.70 81 297 5 0.88 this workf 

L12,14 -- 6.0 323 0.87 0.6 9 321 48 0.7 (23) 

 

aThe parent GWALP23 sequence is acetyl-GGALWLALALAL12AL14ALALWLAGA-amide.  In the  
noted examples, either residue L12 or L14 (but not both) was changed to H or K or R, as indicated, and 
the other residue remained a leucine.  

bThe modified Gaussian analysis followed Sparks et al. (23), with στ assigned a fixed finite value of 10°.  
στ and σρ are related to the widths of distributions of helix orientations, effectively indicating the 
uncertainties in τ0 and ρ0.  

cIn DLPC, the results with H12 and H14 do not depend on pH.  

dBecause τ0 and ρ0 are derived values from the GALA fits, we report ± numbers that correspond to those 
ranges where RMSD < 1.5 kHz.  

eThe results with R14+ do not depend on pH (24, 25).  

fAnalysis of H+12 orientation is based on quadrupolar splittings of labeled A7 and A9 CαD deuterons along 
with labeled CD3 groups of A7, A9, A11 and A13. About 70% of the H+12 population exists in this surface-
bound state and the other portion remains transmembrane with multi-state behavior. 
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1.11 Figures 

Figure 1.  Models to illustrate the experimental tilted orientations of charged GWALP23-H14 (left) or 
neutral GWALP23-H12 (right), with respect to a vertical bilayer normal (see arrow) of DLPC or DOPC lipid 
bilayer membranes.  The peptide with the charged H14 side chain is more tilted than is GWALP23-H12 in 
both membranes.  In addition to rotational differences, as illustrated, each peptide helix is more tilted in 
the thinner DLPC bilayer (upper models) than in the thicker DOPC bilayer.  The numbers indicate 
tryptophans 5 and 19, and histidines 12 and 14, in the peptide sequences. The six deuterated alanine 
methyl groups that underlie the tilt analysis are shown as space filling.  The experimental helix tilt 
magnitudes and the pKa values of the histidine side chains are explained in the text. 
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Figure 2.  Deuterium NMR spectra for six labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H12 in DLPC and DOPC 
bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at pH 4.0, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/lipid ratio 
is 1/60 at a temperature of 50 °C. 
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Figure 3. Selected deuterium NMR spectra for two labeled alanines (7 and 9) in GWALP23-H12 in DOPC 
bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at the indicated pH, showing (A) β=90° and (B) β=0° sample 
orientations. The difference in spectra from sharp, well-resolved signals above pH 4 to spectra with 
multiple signals below pH 2.5, indicates that the H12 residue is charged only under strongly acidic 
conditions. Red stars in B indicate signals with large │Δνq│ which likely correspond to backbone CαD 
nuclei of labeled alanine residues.  The peptide/lipid ratio is 1/60 at a temperature of 50 °C.  
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Figure 4. pH dependence of the signal intensities, ±5% estimated error, for the CD3 resonances of A7 
(red circles, │Δνq│ = 8 kHz) and A9 (black circles, │Δνq│ = 28 kHz) of GWALP23-H12 in DOPC bilayers, 
at β=90° sample orientation.  The midpoints, shown by the dashed lines, correspond to 50% maximal 
peak intensity, observed at pH 2.3 for A9 or pH 2.6 for A7.  
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Figure 5.	  Selected deuterium NMR spectra for labeled alanines, 15 and 17 of GWALP23-H14 in DOPC 
bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at the indicated pH, showing β=90° sample orientation; 50 °C.    
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Figure 6.  Titration curves for GWALP23-H14 in DOPC bilayers, indicated by the pH dependence of the 
Δνq values for the CD3 groups of A7 and A17 in the core helix. Both curves indicate a pKa value of 4.1 
(blue dashed line).   
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Figure 7.  GALA quadrupolar wave plots of tilted transmembrane peptides in DLPC bilayers. GWALP23-
H12 (red; tilt τ = 23°, rotation ρ = 308°, pH 4) is similar to GWALP23 (black; tilt τ = 21°, rotation ρ = 305°, 
irrespective of pH),16 indicating that the buried H12 residue is uncharged. GWALP23-H14 (blue; tilt τ = 
27°, rotation ρ = 254°, pH 5.9) is similar to charged GWALP23-R14 (green; tilt τ = 27°, rotation ρ = 
260°),(25)) suggesting that the H14 residue is charged at pH 5.9. 
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Figure 8. Quadrupolar wave analysis of tilted transmembrane peptides in DOPC bilayers. GWALP23-H14 
(dashed blue; tilt τ = 10°, rotation ρ = 250°, pH 5.9) is similar to neutral Y5GWALP23-K14 (gray dashed; 
tilt τ = 9°, rotation ρ = 244°, pH 8.2), (24) indicating that the H14 residue is uncharged. At pH 2.0, the His 
residue of GWALP23-H14 (dashed blue; tilt τ = 15°, rotation ρ = 247°) has a similar orientation to charged 
GWALP23-R14 (green; tilt τ = 15°, rotation ρ = 247°),(25) and charged Y5GWALP23-K14 (gray; tilt τ = 
15°, rotation ρ = 228°, pH 5.2),(24) indicating that the His residue is charged. Note the similar rotation for 
all peptides with either Arg, His, or Lys at position 14, regardless of charge, indicating a change in rotation 
of ~70° compared to GWALP23 (black; tilt τ = 6°, rotation ρ = 323°),16 in response to the mutation of L14 
to a polar residue. Changing the charge state of residue 14 is reflected by a change in peptide tilt in 
DOPC. 
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Figure 9. A. Model to illustrate the transition of GWALP23-H+12 from its tilted transmembrane orientation 
(above pH 3) to a primary orientation at the surface of DOPC bilayer membranes (as the pH is lowered 
below 3).  The midpoint for this transition is between pH 2.3-2.6 (see text).  The observed azimuthal 
rotation from 2H NMR experiments is illustrated for each of the helix orientations. B.  Dependence of 
RMSD of the fit to the 2H NMR data upon azimuthal rotation of the GWALP23-H+12 helix on the surface of 
a DOPC bilayer at low pH. The best fit occurs when the azimuthal rotation ρ is 296°, and the 
corresponding surface-oriented helix in A has a tilt τ of 81°.   
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Chapter 2: Response of GWALP23 Peptides to Single Histidine Replacements 

2.1 Abstract 

A model host peptide framework GWALP23, acetyl-GGALWLALALAL12AL14ALALWLAGA-amide, has 

proven to be useful for understanding the influence of ionizable residues such as Lys, Arg, and His on 

transmembrane helix orientation and dynamics.  Indeed previous work has shown His substitutions at 

positions 12 and 14 within GWALP23 to have quite different effects on transmembrane peptide behavior. 

Neutral histidine at position 12 displays nearly identical dynamics and orientation to the GWALP23 host 

whereas neutral histidine at position 14 has a similar effect as neutral lysine at position 14, conferring a 

50°-60° change in the helix tilt with respect to the bilayer normal. Furthermore, ionization of these 

histidine residues occurs with different ionization constants and causes major changes in peptide 

orientation. Ionization of H12 with a pKa value of 2.6 forces the peptide helix to a surface-bound 

orientation. Ionization of H14 causes an increase in peptide tilt and has a pKa value near 4. To further 

understand the position dependence of histidine substitutions on transmembrane peptide behavior, we 

have characterized two additional single-histidine peptides, His 13 and His 16. Specific deuterated 

alanine residues were incorporated into the sequence during peptide synthesis.  The orientation and 

location of the peptides in DOPC lipid bilayer membranes under various pH conditions were investigated 

using solid-state 2H NMR spectroscopy. Under neutral pH conditions, GWALP23-H13 displays a similar 

orientation to the host peptide GWALP23 with an identical tilt and a change in azimuthal rotation about 

the helix axis of only about 12°. When the pH is lowered to 2, however, the 2H NMR spectra show 

multiple, low-intensity signals indicative of multi-state behavior. Interestingly, substituting a histidine 

residue at position 16 has no effect on peptide tilt; however we observe a change in azimuthal rotation, 

Δρ >100°. When the pH is lowered to 2, H16 is protonated and the –H16 peptide increases its tilt 

modestly by about 3°. Furthermore, by observing the change in deuterium quadrupolar splittings for two 

labeled alanine residues as a function of pH, we deduce a pKa value of 3.5 for H16 in DOPC bilayers. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Polar and ionizable residues are not typically tolerated in strongly hydrophobic environments such as the 

hydrophobic core of a soluble protein or within the nonpolar lipid bilayer. Although sparse, ionizable 

residues in these nonpolar environments are usually highly conserved and play important roles in protein 

structure and function. For example, the voltage sensor domain, the S4 helix, is known to have Arg or Lys 

at every third residue (1). Experiments have shown that the positive charges of the S4 helix likely respond 

to changes in membrane potential and thereby activate the channel (2) (3). Additionally, cell penetrating 

peptides such as TAT, penatratin, and oligoarginine are rich in arginine residues and traverse the 

hydrophobic bilayer and carry cargo into the cell (4-6). The full mechanism for translocation of these 

peptides is still not fully understood, however it would provide useful information for the development of 

new methods for intracellular delivery of bioactive molecules. 

 

Histidine is of particular interest to the function of many proteins. Unlike Lys and Arg, His is a basic amino 

acid with a pKa near physiological pH conditions. The ability of histidine to transition from charged to 

neutral plays an important role in function and membrane insertion. For example, an α-helix containing 4 

histidine residues is able to adopt a transmembrane orientation under basic pH conditions, however when 

the pH is lowered, the peptide moves to a surface-bound orientation (7) (8).  Histidine plays an important 

role in the function of many transmembrane proteins including the influenza A M2 proton channel (9-12), 

prostaglandin F2α receptor (13), copper transporter 1 (14), acid-sensing ion channel 1a (15), and many 

others. Furthermore, one or more histidine residues within the transmembrane core of pH-dependent 

proteins acts as a pH “sensor” for the protein. For example, His is a crucial residue for the activation (12) 

and selectivity of the M2 proton channel of influenza A (16). In the diphtheria toxin T domain, protonation 

of a functionally-critical histidine residue results in a major conformational change necessary for catalysis. 

Notably, when this His residue is mutated to Arg, the protein unfolds at pH 6 and loses catalytic activity 

(17). Because histidine plays an important role in the function of many transmembrane domains, it is of 

significant importance to understand the ionization of the histidine imidazole side chain in a lipid bilayer 

environment. 
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Previously, we examined a single histidine residue incorporated at either position 12 or 14 within the 

hydrophobic core of the transmembrane model peptide GWALP23 (acetyl-GGALW[LA]6WLAGA-amide). 

The two peptide isomers, GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-H14, displayed markedly different behavior. 

The –H12 isomer displayed a transmembrane orientation nearly identical to the host peptide, GWALP23, 

in DOPC and DLPC bilayers, when the H12 residue was neutral. In DOPC bilayers, when the pH was 

lowered, the H12 residue became positively charged, and a significant population of the GWALP23-H12 

transitioned to a surface-bound orientation. The GWALP23-H14 peptide, however, adopted a 

transmembrane orientation similar to that of Y5GWALP23-K14 (18) and undergoes a similar change in 

peptide tilt upon ionization. The ionization constants for the –H12 and –H14 were also significantly 

different with pKa values of ~2.5 and 4.1, respectively (19). 

 

To better understand the position-dependence of the histidine ionization behavior in transmembrane 

peptides, we have incorporated two additional histidine residues, H13 and H16, into the GWALP23 

sequence (table 1) and characterized the orientation and ionization behavior in DOPC bilayers. Histidine 

13 is located between the previously characterized 12 and 14 positions and histidine 16 is located on the 

same helical face as His 12, but one helical turn up (Figure 1). It is of interest to note that H16 is located 

closer to the surface than previously characterized positions. Characterization of these positions will 

provide a deeper understanding of the ionization behavior of buried histidine residues. 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

Solid Phase Synthesis of 2H-Labeled Peptides 

 Peptides were synthesized using solid-phase methods on a 0.1-mmol scale using an Applied 

Biosystems 433A synthesizer from Life Technologies. Protected amino acids were purchased from 

Novabiochem (San Diego, CA). Histidine and tryptophan side chains were protected with trityl and t-

butoxycarbonyl protecting groups, respectively. Peptide cleavage from Rink amide resin was 

accomplished by treatment at 22 °C with a solution of trifluoroacetic acid/triisopropyl silane/water/phenol 

(85/5/5/5, v/v/v/w) over a 2-h period. The cleavage mixture was then filtered to separate the free peptide 

from the resin support. The crude peptide was precipitated using a 50/50mixture of methyl-t-butyl ether 

and hexane and lyophilized from a 50/50 mixture of acetonitrile and water. Peptides were purified by 

reversed-phase HPLC on an octyl-silica column (Zorbax Rx-C8, 9.4 250 mm, 5-µm particle size; Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) using a gradient of 92–96% methanol, with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (v/v), 

over 24 min. Analytical HPLC and MALDI-TOF analyses were used to verify the peptide purity and 

identity (shown in figures S1 and S2 of the supporting information). 

 

2H NMR Spectroscopy using Oriented Bilayer samples 

Mechanically aligned samples (1:60, peptide:lipid) for solid-state 2H NMR experiments were prepared 

using DOPC (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) and hydrated (45%, w/w) with 10 mM glycine, acetate, or 

citrate buffer in deuterium-depleted water at specified pH values between pH 2 and pH 8. Bilayer 

alignment of each sample was confirmed by 31P NMR spectroscopy using a Bruker Avance 300 

spectrometer (Billerica, MA). Deuterium NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Avance 300 

spectrometer at 50 °C, at β = 90° or β = 0° macroscopic sample orientations, using a quadrupolar echo 

pulse sequence (20)  with full phase cycling, a 90-ms recycle delay, 3.2-µs pulse length, and 115-µs echo 

delay. Between 0.7 and 1 million free induction decays were collected for each 2H experiment. Fourier 

transformation was accomplished using an exponential weighting function with 100-Hz line broadening. 
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Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

Samples for circular dichroism were prepared using small unilamellar vesicles incorporating (1:60, 

peptide:lipid) by ultrasonication treatment. Peptide concentration was in the 100 µM range and were 

determined by UV spectroscopy, using ε280=5600 M-1cm-1Trp-1. An average of ten scans was recorded on 

a Jasco (Easton, MD) J710 CD spectropolarimeter, using a 1 mm cell path length, 1.0 nm bandwidth, 0.1 

nm slit and a scan speed of 20 nm/min.  
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2.4 Results  

To probe the effect caused by introducing a single histidine residue at either position 13 or 16 within the 

hydrophobic core of the transmembrane model peptide GWALP23 (table 1), we have employed solid-

state 2H NMR spectroscopy using peptides with specific deuterated alanine residues. The “GALA” 

(Geometric Analysis of Labeled Alanines) technique provides a method of deducing the apparent tilt (τ) 

and azimuthal rotation (ρ) with respect to the bilayer normal from the measured 2H NMR quadrupolar 

splittings of the labeled alanine methyl side chains. This method uses a principal order parameter (Szz) to 

estimate the dynamic motion of the peptide within the lipid bilayer, as opposed to describing more 

detailed molecular motions (21). 

 

The repeating Leu-Ala core of GWALP23 favors α-helical secondary structure within the hydrophobic 

environment of the lipid bilayer. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was used to verify that the peptides 

maintain their α-helicity upon the addition of His residues. Indeed, CD spectra for both GWALP23-H13 

and GWALP23-H16 display a broad shoulder at 222 nm and a minimum near 208 nm, indicative of an α-

helix (figure S3 of supporting information). 

 

To analyze the helix orientations, the 2H NMR spectra of Ala-d4-labeled GWALP23-H13 and GWALP23-

H16 peptides were recorded in DOPC bilayers-incorporated samples, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at a 

variety of pH conditions. Solid-state 31P NMR of the lipid phosphate head groups was used to confirm the 

bilayer alignment of oriented samples (figure S4 of supporting information). The 2H NMR spectra for the 

aligned samples indicate significant differences in peptide behavior between the –H13 and –H16 

peptides. In bilayers of DOPC under neutral pH conditions, the NMR spectra of the –H16 peptide display 

distinct signals for each of the six methyl side chains of the core alanine residues, consistent with 

dynamic averaging about a single principal, well defined tilted transmembrane orientation (Figure 2). 

Spectra of the –H13 peptide in DOPC bilayers, hydrated with pH 6 buffer, also display measurable 

quadrupolar splittings for each of the five core alanine residues; however the signals are broader with 

lower signal to noise (Figure 3). Under strongly acidic pH conditions, the spectral quality of the –H16 

peptide is retained; however the quadrupolar splittings change in magnitude (Figure 2), indicating a 
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change in the tilt of the transmembrane helix.  By contrast, the –H13 peptide displays total multi-state 

behavior at low pH (Figure 4). This behavior is similar to that observed for charged R12 (22) and K12 (18) 

but distinct from the surface-bound behavior observed with H12 (19). 

 

As shown, at pH 6, the 2H NMR spectra of the core alanine CD3 groups of GWALP23-H16 show sharp, 

well-defined quadrupolar splittings in DOPC bilayers, with magnitudes distinct from GWALP23 and 

previously characterized –H12 and –H14 peptides (table 2). Importantly, the orientation of the peptide 

changes significantly when Leu-16 is replaced with His-16. When the pH is lowered to 2, the histidine 

imidazole side chain becomes charged and changes in |Δνq | for methyl groups of core alanine residues, 

including Ala11 and Ala13, are observed (Figure 5). Collectively, the changes observed in |Δνq | reveal a 

single well defined orientation for GWALP23-H+16, with a different peptide tilt from that of the neutral –

H016 peptide. These results are similar to the changes observed for both the GWALP23-H14 (19) and 

GWALP23-K14 (18) peptides. By measuring the changes in |Δνq | for selected alanine residues as a 

function of pH, we obtain a set of titration curves for the GWALP23-H16 peptide in DOPC lipid bilayers 

(Figure 6). Because the peptide contains no other titratable group, the pH dependence of the |Δνq | in 

GWALP23-H16 is a direct effect from the titration of the histidine imidazole ring. The titration curves for 

both Ala11 and Ala13 both indicate a pKa of 3.5 for the H16 side chain at an NMR temperature of 50°C. 

Interestingly, although His16 is located closer to the membrane interface compared to His14, the pKa of 

His16 is lowered (relative to the value in aqueous solution) to a greater extent.  The proximity of His 16 to 

the bulky indole ring of Trp 19 may influence the pKa of His 16.  

 

Using the GALA method, we obtain orientations for the GWALP23-H13 and GWALP23-H16 peptides in 

DOPC bilayers (table 3). The orientation of the H13 peptide is nearly identical to that of the host peptide 

GWALP23 (22), with a small change in tilt, Δτ=10° (Figure 7). Similar to H12, there is no major change in 

peptide orientation when neutral, polar histidine is substituted for neutral alanine at position 13. GALA 

analysis of GWALP23-H16 in DOPC bilayers at pH 6 indicates an identical tilt to the host peptide, 

however a dramatic change in rotation, Δρ>100° (table 3) is also observed. As seen in figure 8, when the 

GWALP23-H16 is protonated, the rotation of the peptide remains the same, however the tilt of the peptide 
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increases by about 3°. This change in tilt is similar to that observed for –H+14/H014 (19) and –K+14/K014 

(18) peptides. 

The accumulated results in table 3 demonstrate some important key findings. Firstly, a neutral residue at 

position 13, whether alanine or neutral histidine, does not have an effect on the tilt of the peptide. A small 

change in rotation, Δρ=10°, is observed when polar, neutral histidine is present at position 13. By 

contrast, charged –H13 results in total multi-state behavior of the GWALP23-H13 peptide, similar to 

charged R12 and K12, however distinct from the observed surface orientation of H12. Residue 16, which 

is on the same face of the helix as H12, does not affect helix tilt however it results in a major change in 

rotation, Δρ>100°. Notably, unlike position 12, a neutral polar residue at position 16 has a dramatic effect 

on peptide orientation. This change in rotation is to a greater extent than that previously observed for 

neutral polar residues, Lys or His, at position 14 (19) (18) which cause a change in rotation of about 50°, 

however the change in tilt observed upon protonation of H16 is nearly identical to the change observed 

for H14 and K14. 
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2.5 Discussion 

Previous experiments have shown the position dependence of histidine ionization behavior and the effect  

of histidine residue titration on transmembrane peptide helix orientations within hydrophobic lipid bilayers 

when histidine residues are incorporated at positions 12 and 14 in GWALP23 (19). The ionization 

properties of lipid-exposed histidine and the effect of incorporation of a single histidine residue at two 

additional positions within the GWALP23 sequence have now been further explored. Importantly, the new 

positions 13 and 16 have variable radial locations on the helical wheel and variable proximity to the indole 

ring of Trp 19, in addition to variable depth within the lipid bilayer membrane, compared to the previously 

investigated His 12 and His 14. The results provide more insight toward understanding membrane protein 

functions such as proton conduction or other proton-mediated events.  

 

GWALP23-H013, with a neutral histidine side chain, adopts a transmembrane orientation nearly identical 

to that of the host peptide, GWALP23, similar to the behavior observed for GWALP23-H012 (Figure 7). 

This lack of change when a nonpolar residue (Ala or Leu) is substitiuted for polar, neutral histidine at 

position 12 or 13 indicates that the anchoring Trp residues, and possibly fraying of the helix terminals 

(23), are the major determinants for the peptide orientation in DOPC bilayers. GWALP23-H016, however, 

adopts a tilted transmembrane orientation distinct from all previously characterized GWALP23 peptides. 

The addition of neutral, polar His at position 16 causes a change in azimuthal rotation of over 100°, 

suggesting that the polar His residue, not the Trp residues, determines the rotation of the peptide within 

the lipid bilayer.  Notably, unlike GWALP23, the spectra of GWALP23-H013 are broadened, suggesting 

the presence of histidine at position 13 may slow the motion of the peptide. 

 

As previously observed for the –H12 and –H14 peptides, a major change in peptide behavior as a 

function of pH is observed for the –H13 and –H16 peptides. In the case of His13, under strongly acidic pH 

conditions, the His residue becomes charge and the GWALP23-H+13 peptide undergoes multi-state 

behavior. This multi-state behavior has been previously observed for GWALP23-R+12 (22) and 

Y5GWALP23-K+12 (18), however it is not the same surface-bound behavior observed in the GWALP23-

H+12 peptide (19). By contrast, protonation of histidine at position 16 results in a small increase in peptide 
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tilt for the GWALP23-H+16 peptide, similar to the change observed for the -R+14, - K+14, and H+14 

homologues.  

 

The pKa of His16 is lowered significantly compared to the ionization constant observed in aqueous 

solution. Interestingly, the extent to which it is lowered is greater than that observed for His14, although 

His 14 is expected to be located closer to the center of a lipid bilayer. It is therefore of interest to note that 

although His14 is farther from the ends of the helix, the orientation the peptide adopts has an increased 

tilt value compared to His16 (table 3), which may allow His14 to be more exposed to the interface than 

His16. Additionally, because His16 is located directly below Trp19, on the next turn of the helix and on the 

same helical face, the chemical environment of His16 may be more secluded from water than that of His 

14 and may influence the observed shift in pKa. 

 

The present results allow us to compare ionization behavior of histidine residues at four positions, 12, 13, 

14, and 16, within the hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer and analyze the influence of these 

residues on transmembrane peptide orientation. The pKa values for His12, His14, and His 16 are 

measured to be 2.5, 4.1, and 3.5 respectively. The ionization of His13 results in multi-state behavior, with 

a pKa value between 2 and 3.  The results furthermore enable more detailed comparisons of the 

ionization properties of Lys, Arg and His residues in bilayer membranes – see the “Concluding Remarks” 

in the final chapter of this dissertation.  
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2.8 Tables 

Table 1. Sequences of GWALP23 peptides with single histidine substitutions.* 

Name Sequence Reference 

GWALP23 acetyl-GGALWLALALALALALALWLAGA-amide (24) (25) 

GWALP23-H13 acetyl-GGALWLALALALH13LALALWLAGA-amide This work 

GWALP23-H16 acetyl-GGALWLALALALALAH16ALWLAGA-amide This work 

GWALP23-H12 acetyl-GGALWLALALAH12ALALALWLAGA-amide (19) 

GWALP23-H14 acetyl-GGALWLALALALAH14ALALWLAGA-amide (19) 

 

*Histdine residues are shown in red and anchoring Trp residues are bold. 
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Table 2. 2H NMR quadrupolar splitting magnitudes (|Δνq |, in kHz) for labeled core alanine CD3 groups in 
GWALP23 peptides with single histidine replacements in DOPC lipid bilayers.* 

Peptide pH 
Alanine CD3 Position 

7 9 11 13 15 17 
GWALP23 -- 16.6 1.7 16.7 1.5 15.4 2.6 
H013 6.0 15.3 1.2 15.0 -- 11.6 4.0 
H016 6.0 0.6 12.8 1.0 9.6 8.4 3.8 
H+16 2.1 5.8 19.6 3.2 14.4 7.2 5.2 

 

*Sample orientation is β=0°. Each value (in kHz) is the average of the magnitude observed at 
β=0° and twice the magnitude observed for a β=90° sample orientation. The position of each 
labeled alanine is identified. The positions of the variable amino acid residues are indicated as 
H13, and H16; with the side-chain charge indicated, if known.  
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Table 3. Semistatic GALA analysis of transmembrane orientations of GWALP23 peptides with single 
histidine replacements in DOPC bilayer membranes. 

Peptide pH 
GALA Fit Results 

Reference τ0 ρ0 Szz RMSD (kHz) 

GWALP23 -- 6.0 323 0.87 0.6 (26) 

H013 6.0 5.7 311 0.77 0.68 This work 

H016 6.0 5.7 90 0.73 0.67 This work 

H+16 2.0 8.3 101 0.85 0.54 This work 

H012 4.0 6.0 338 0.71 0.66 (19) 

H+12 2.0 81.0 296 0.85 0.70 (19) 

H014 6.0 10.3 250 0.91 1.28 (19) 

H+14 2.0 15.7 246 0.83 1.22 (19) 

K014 8.2 9.0 244 0.86 0.31 (18) 

K+14 5.2 15.3 228 0.88 1.20 (18) 
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2.9 Figures 

Figure 1. Models to illustrate positions of histidine residues introduced within the helix of GWALP23. 
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Figure 2. Deuterium NMR spectra for six labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H16 in DOPC bilayers, 
hydrated with 10mM buffer at pH 2 or pH6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/ratio is 1/60 at 
a temperature of 50°C. 
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Figure 3. Deuterium NMR spectra for five labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H13 in DOPC bilayers, 
hydrated with 10mM buffer at pH6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/ratio is 1/60 at a 
temperature of 50°C. 
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Figure 4. Deuterium NMR spectra for Ala 7 and Ala 9 residues in GWALP23-H13 in DOPC bilayers, 
hydrated with 10mM buffer at pH 2 or pH6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/ratio is 1/60 at 
a temperature of 50°C. 
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Figure 5. Selected deuterium NMR spectra for labeled alanines, 11 and 13 of GWALP23-H16 in DOPC 
bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at the indicated pH, showing β = 90° sample orientation, at a 
temperature of 50 °C 
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Figure 6. Titration curves for GWALP23-H16 in DOPC bilayers, indicated by the pH dependence of |Δνq | 
for the CD3 of Ala 11 and Ala 13 in the core of the helix. Both curves indicate a pKa value of 3.5 (dashed 
line). 
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Figure 7. Quadrupolar wave analysis of GWALP23-H16 in DOPC bilayers. 
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Figure 8. Quadrupolar wave analysis of GWALP23-H13 in DOPC bilayers. 
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2.10 Supporting Information 

Figure S1. Analytical HPLC profile for purified GWALP23-H13 and GWALP23-H16. 
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Figure S2. Isotope distribution obtained by MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry for GWALP23-H13 and 
GWALP23-H16.  Successive peaks within each envelope (representing the molecules with 4 deuterons or 
with 8 deuterons) differ by ± 1 atomic mass unit due to the statistical distribution of naturally abundant 13C 
(1.1% natural abundance).  
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Figure S3. Circular spectra for GWALP23-H13 and GWALP23-H16  in DLPC vesicles. 
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Figure S4. Solid-state 31P NMR spectra of oriented samples of GWALP23-H13 and GWALP23-H16 in 
DOPC bilayers hydrated with 10mM buffer at the indicated pH. 
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Chapter 3: Accommodation of Buried Histidine Pairs in Transmembrane Peptides 

3.1 Abstract 

Critical to the function of many transmembrane proteins are multiple histidine residues located within the 

transmembrane domain of these proteins. To understand the influence of multiple histidine residues on 

the behavior of transmembrane peptides, a favorable model peptide framework GWALP23 (acetyl-

GGALWLALALALALALALWLAGA-amide) has been employed. Pairs of histidine residues were inserted 

into the GWALP23 sequence at positions 12 and 13, 12 and 14, and 12 and 16 and specific 2H-labeled 

alanine residues within core of the helix were incorporated for detection by means of solid-state 2H NMR. 

2H NMR spectra report the magnitude and direction of tilt of a peptide within a lipid bilayer, revealing 

marked differences between peptides with multiple histidine residues and single histidine residues. Under 

neutral pH conditions, GWALP23-H12,14 and GWALP23-H12,16 peptides adopt well-defined, tilted 

transmembrane orientations in lipid bilayers of dilauroylphosphatidylcholine (DLPC). In bilayers of 

dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), two possible orientations are observed for the GWALP23-H12,14 

peptide and the GWALP23-H12,16 peptide adopts a surface bound orientation. In both DLPC and DOPC 

bilayers, lowering the pH from neutral to pH 2 has no effect on the orientation of either GWALP23-H12,14 

or GWALP23-H12,16. In the case of GWALP23-H12,13, the peptide displays broad quadrupolar 

splittings, |Δνq |=37kHz, for multiple Ala CD3 side chains, in both DLPC and DOPC bilayers, indicative of 

slowed motion or peptide aggregation. Interestingly, the extent of this behavior appears to change with 

pH for some of the recorded spectra. Combined with data from previously characterized single histidine 

peptides, these results provide important insights into the effect of adding a second histidine residue to a 

transmembrane sequence. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Many transmembrane proteins have been identified to have functionally critical histidine residues within 

their transmembrane domains. These proteins include the photosynthetic reaction center (1), the M2 

channel of influenza A (2, 3), mammalian copper transporter 1 (4), and many others (5). Given the 

functional importance of these buried histidine residues, it is important to know the effect on peptide 

behavior of incorporating a histidine residues within the lipid bilayer. 

 

Histidine is essential to the function of numerous transmembrane proteins and in many cases more than 

one histidine is responsible for key aspects of protein function. For example, photosystem 1 (5) and 

photosystem 2 (6) both have multiple pairs of adjacent His residues in the transmembrane domain that 

are responsible for chlorophyll binding. Another example is the AE2-mediated ion exchanger in 

which multiple histidine residues within the transmembrane domain regulate activity and pH sensitivity (7). 

In other cases, the presence of multiple histidine residues in transmembrane domains is crucial for 

important protein-protein interactions. Namely, histidine residues in the transmembrane domains of viral 

protains such as HIV vpu and influenza M2 proton channel are necessarry for protein self-association (8). 

In BNIP3, a protein involved in programmed cell death, multiple histidine residues within the 

transmembrane domain play important roles in helix-helix associations (9-11). Although it seems 

energetically unfavorable for a protein to accommodate multiple histidine residues within the hydrophobic 

lipid bilayer environment, it is clear that the addition of these residues is necessary for the function of a 

variety of proteins. 

 

An avenue for exploring the influence of pairs of histidine residues on transmembrane peptide behavior is 

provided by the model peptide framework of GWALP23 (acetyl-GGALW[LA]6LWAGA-amide) (12) (13), 

which contains two interfacial Trp residues and adopts a well defined tilted transmembrane orientation 

with low dynamic averaging and is sensitive to residue replacements (13-16). Indeed, GWALP23 has 

been a useful host peptide to guest residues such as Arg (17, 18), Lys (19), and His (20). 

Characterization of single histidine-containing peptides at positions 12 and 14 (20) and positions 13 and 
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16 (chapter 2) has revealed marked differences in peptide behavior and histidine ionization in response to 

changes in sequence position of the histidine residue.  

 

With the results of single histidine peptides in hand, the goal of this study is to use the GWALP23 

framework to incorporate pairs of histidine residues at positions previously characterized with single 

histidine residues and examine the effect on peptide orientation and ionization behavior within DLPC and 

DOPC bilayers. Specifically, we find that the relative positions of the two histidine residues to each other 

control the behavior of the peptides. Interestingly, for two of the peptides, GWALP23-H12,14 and 

GWALP23-H12,16, the pH-dependent behavior observed for peptides with single histidine residues at 

positions 12, 14, and 16 is not observed. The GWALP23-H12,13 displays unique spectra, which may 

indicate slowed motion or peptide aggregation. 
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

Solid Phase Synthesis of 2H-Labeled Peptides 

Peptides were synthesized using solid-phase methods on a 0.1-mmol scale using an Applied Biosystems 

433A synthesizer from Life Technologies. Protected amino acids were purchased from Novabiochem 

(San Diego, CA). Histidine and tryptophan side chains were protected with trityl and t-butoxycarbonyl 

protecting groups, respectively. Peptide cleavage from Rink amide resin was accomplished by treatment 

at 22 °C with a solution of trifluoroacetic acid/triisopropyl silane/water/phenol (85/5/5/5, v/v/v/w) over a 2-h 

period. The cleavage mixture was then filtered to separate the free peptide from the resin support. The 

crude peptide was precipitated using a 50/50mixture of methyl-t-butyl ether and hexane and lyophilized 

from a 50/50 mixture of acetonitrile and water. Peptides were purified by reversed-phase HPLC on an 

octyl-silica column (Zorbax Rx-C8, 9.4 250 mm, 5-µm particle size; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 

CA) using a gradient of 92–96% methanol, with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (v/v), over 24 min. Analytical 

HPLC and MALDI-TOF analyses were used to verify the peptide purity and identity (shown in figure S1 of 

the supporting information). 

 

2H NMR Spectroscopy using Oriented Bilayer samples 

Mechanically aligned samples (1:60, peptide:lipid) for solid-state 2H NMR experiments were prepared 

using DOPC (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) and hydrated (45%, w/w) with 10 mM glycine, acetate, or 

citrate buffer in deuterium-depleted water at specified pH values between pH 2 and pH 8. Bilayer 

alignment of each sample was confirmed by 31P NMR spectroscopy using a Bruker Avance 300 

spectrometer (Billerica, MA). Deuterium NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Avance 300 

spectrometer at 50 °C, at β = 90° or β = 0° macroscopic sample orientations, using a quadrupolar echo 

pulse sequence (21)  with full phase cycling, a 90-ms recycle delay, 3.2-µs pulse length, and 115-µs echo 

delay. Between 0.7 and 1 million free induction decays were collected for each 2H experiment. Fourier 

transformation was accomplished using an exponential weighting function with 100-Hz line broadening. 
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Analysis of peptide orientation 

Helix orientations were analyzed by means of the semi-static GALA method, using the average tilt τ of the 

helix axis, the azimuthal rotation ρ, and the principal order parameter Szz as variables (22) (23). 

Additionally, we employed a modified Gaussian approach based on τ, ρ, a distribution width σρ, and a 

fixed στ, as described previously (16). 

 

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

Samples for circular dichroism were prepared using small unilamellar vesicles incorporating (1:60, 

peptide:lipid) by ultrasonication treatment. Peptide concentration was in the 100 µM range and were 

determined by UV spectroscopy, using ε280=5600 M-1cm-1Trp-1. An average of ten scans was recorded on 

a Jasco (Easton, MD) J710 CD spectropolarimeter, using a 1 mm cell path length, 1.0 nm bandwidth, 0.1 

nm slit and a scan speed of 20 nm/min.  
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3.4 Results 

To investigate changes in peptide behavior and histidine ionization when a second histidine residue is 

introduced into the transmembrane sequence of the host peptide GWALP23, we have employed solid-

state 2H NMR spectroscopy using designed model peptides with specific 2H-alanine residues (22) (23). 

Pairs of histidine residues have been introduced at positions 12 and 13, 12 and 14, and 12 and 16 of the 

GWALP23 sequence (table 1). All three peptides contain a histidine residue at position 12, located 

directly between the two anchoring tryptophan residues, on the same helical face. In GWALP23-H12,13, 

the histidine pairs are located adjacent to each other at positions 12 and 13. GWALP23-H12,14, contains 

a second histidine residue, H14, located on the opposite helical face, on the next helical turn. In the 

GWALP23-H12,16 peptide, the second histidine residue, H16, is located on the same face of the helix as 

H12 and the Trp residues, one helical turn below Trp 19 (Figure 1). To confirm the peptides retain their α-

helical secondary structure with the addition of a second histidine residue, CD spectra were recorded in 

DLPC vesicles (figure S2 of the supporting information). Indeed the spectra show a broad shoulder near 

222 nm and a minimum at 208 nm, consistent with an α helix. The 31P NMR spectra of phospholipid head 

groups for the lipids in oriented samples confirmed the presence of oriented lipid bilayers within samples 

that were aligned with the bilayer normal either parallel (β = 0°) or perpendicular (β = 90°) to the applied 

magnetic field. The spectra exhibit characteristic 31P resonances located close to −14.5 ppm for the β = 

90° orientation and near +29 ppm when β = 0°. 

 

Solid-state 2H NMR spectra of labeled alanine residues within the core of a transmembrane peptide 

incorporated into oriented samples of peptide and lipid enable the relative orientations and dynamic 

behavior of the folded peptide helices to be determined in lipid bilayer membranes. Pairs of consecutive 

alanine residues, labeled with different relative isotope abundances to facilitate correct signal assignment, 

within core Leu−Ala sequence of each peptide then allow characterization of the behavior of the peptides 

in aligned bilayers by means of solid-state 2H NMR spectroscopy. The measured quadrupolar splitting 

magnitudes |Δνq| from the alanine CD3 methyl groups serve to define a preferred tilted, dynamically 

averaged, orientation of the entire helix with respect to the bilayer normal in an applied magnetic field (22) 

(23). 
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2H NMR spectra of labeled alanines within the core of both GWALP23-H12,14 (figure 2) and GWALP23-

H12,16 (figures 3 and 4) peptides reveal distinct, sharp signals for each of the six core alanine residues in 

DLPC and DOPC lipid bilayers, consistent with a single predominant tilted transmembrane orientation in 

each lipid. Notably, the measured quadrupolar splittings for both GWALP23-H12,14 and GWALP23-

H12,16 are distinct from one another and from peptides with single histidine residues at positions 12,14 

(20), or 16 (table 2), suggesting that the addition of a second histidine residue has an effect on peptide 

behavior and this effect is dependent on the location of the second histidine residue, with respect to the 

first. Furthermore, when the pH is lowered from 6 to 2, there is no observed changed in the spectra of 

GWALP23-H12,16 (figures 3 and 4) or GWALP23-H12,14 (not shown) in DLPC or DOPC bilayers. This is 

striking as each of the single histidine peptides, -H12, -H14, and –H16, all show changes in the measured 

quadrupolar splittings magnitude, |Δνq |, as a function of pH in DOPC bilayers. This loss of pH-

dependence further demonstrates that the presence of a second histidine residue as a significant effect 

on the behavior and ionization properties of histidine-containing peptides. 

 

Based upon an α-helical geometry and a principal order parameter, Szz, to describe the helix motions, 

the measured quadrupolar splittings from the alanine CD3 methyl groups can be analyzed by a method 

known as “geometric analysis of labeled alanines” (GALA) (24). The method uses the helix tilt (τ), 

azimuthal rotation (ρ), and Szz as variables to find the lowest RMSD. Notably, in DLPC bilayers the 

resulting tilt angle for GWALP23-H12,16 (19.3°) is less than the observed tilt for GWALP23-H12 (23.3°) 

and more than that of GWALP23-H16 (12.7°), which suggests that the presence of both H12 and H16 

results in an intermediate tilt value compared the single histidine peptides themselves (table 3). The 

observed azimuthal rotation for GWALP23-H12,16 in DLPC bilayers is dramatically different than either –

H12 or –H16 peptides (figure 5). It is probable that the peptide adopts this new orientation in order to 

accommodate both histidine residues, giving them both better access to the membrane-water interface. 

GALA analysis of GWALP23-H12,16 in DOPC bilayers reveals that the peptide adopts a surface-bound 

orientation, with a tilt value of 91° (Figure 6). Because DOPC bilayers are larger, the peptide is not able to 

accommodate both histidine residues and instead remains on the surface of the membrane. Interestingly, 
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the rotation observed for GWALP23-H12,16 is different than that observed for the positively charged 

GWALP23-H+12 peptide in DOPC bilayers. The observed azimuthal rotation of GWALP23-H12,16 orients 

both histidine residues, and therefore also the tryptophan residues, away from the membrane interface so 

they are all exposed to the bulk water. By contrast, the GWALP23-H+12 peptide adopts an orientation 

where the H12 residue is perpendicular to the membrane interface, preventing the hydrophobic Trp 

residues from being entirely exposed to the bulk water (20). From this, it is reasonable to conclude that 

the presence of a second histidine necessitates the change in rotation to accommodate exposure of both 

histidine residues to the bulk water, even if it results in exposing the hydrophobic tryptophan residues. 

Models depicting the orientations of –H12,16 in DLPC and DOPC bilayers are shown in figure 7. 

 

As observed for GWALP23-H12,16, GALA analysis of GWALP23-H12,14 in DLPC bilayers indicates a 

unique orientation for the –H12,14 peptide from both single histidine peptides GWALP23-H12 and 

GWALP23-H14 (figure 8). The obtained tilt value for GWALP23-H12,14 (10.7°) is significantly less than 

GWALP23-H12 (23.3°) and GWALP23-H14 (26.7°). It is important to note that the |Δνq | for A17 falls off 

the GALA curve for GWALP23-H12,14 suggesting that Ala17 is not part of the helical core of the peptide, 

and therefore the peptide is unwinding. Unwinding behavior has previously been observed for a number 

of peptides and is thought to significantly contribute to the stability of a transmembrane peptide in a lipid 

bilayer (25). The unwinding of GWALP23-H12,14 occurs prior to the anchoring Trp 19 residue and likely 

plays an important role in accommodating both –H12 and –H14, which are located on opposite faces of 

the helix, within the hydrophobic bilayer environment.  

 

GALA analysis of GWALP23-H12,14 in DOPC bilayers results in two possible orientations (table 3). The 

first, τ=37.7° ρ=267°, has a much higher tilt value than –H12 or –H14 alone and the rotation of the peptide 

differs by ~100° from the single histidine peptides. A second solution, τ=88° ρ=121°, suggests that the –

H12,14 peptide could adopt a surface-bound orientation, similar to that observed for GWALP23-H12,16. 

Because A17 falls off the helix for GWALP23-H12,14 in DLPC bilayers, it is possible that A17 is not a part 

of the helix in DOPC bilayers. Eliminating A17 from the GALA analysis results in a third possible 

orientation, τ=27.7° ρ=281°. Although it is not possible to directly know which orientation is correct, we 
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decided to use a second method known as the modified-Gaussian approach to analyze the orientation of 

GWALP23-H12,14 in DOPC bilayers. This approach uses τ, ρ, a distribution width σρ, and a fixed στ, to 

find the lowest RMSD (16). The modified-Gaussian approach gives a single answer, τ=87° ρ=121° with 

an RMSD value of 1.5 kHz. This answer is in agreement with one of the solutions obtained by the GALA 

method, however the GALA method gives a much higher RMSD of 4.3 kHz.  

 

In the case of GWALP23-H12,13, the spectra of labeled alanine residues in DLPC (figure 9) and DOPC 

(figure 10) bilayers show a mix of well-defined quadrupolar splittings, and broad wing-like spectra with a 

quadrupolar splitting magnitude of ~37 kHz, known as a pake pattern doublet. The pake pattern observed 

is consistent with an unoriented powder spectrum of a CD3 methyl group, and occurs in oriented samples 

when motion has been significantly diminished (26) (27) (28). Notably, in DLPC bilayers hydrated with 10 

mM buffer at pH 7, the pake pattern is only observed for A7 and A9 at both β=90° and β=0° macroscopic 

sample orientations. When the pH is lowered to 2, however, the measured |Δνq | values for A15 and A17 

at β=90° are identical to those observed at pH 7; however the spectra recorded at β=0° display the pake 

pattern, and spectrum for A7 and A9 recorded at β=90° is no longer pake, but has measurable 

quadrupolar splittings (figure 9). A similar effect is observed in DOPC bilayers when the pH is lowered 

from 7 to 2 (figure 10). This mixture of pake pattern and narrow, measurable quadrupolar splittings 

indicates that some of the alanine CD3 methyl groups are restricted in regards to motion, whereas others 

display partial slowed motion as the pake pattern is observed at only one macroscopic sample 

orientation. Furthermore, this loss of motion appears to change in different lipid environments and with 

changes in pH. Collectively, the results indicate a significant change in peptide motion, and possibly 

peptide aggregation, when two histidine residues are present at positions 12 and 13. 
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3.5 Discussion 

Recent experiments have characterized the influence of a single histidine residue at position 12 or 14 in 

GWALP23 on peptide behavior as well as the ionization properties of these His residues within the 

hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer. The results indicate a well-defined transmembrane 

orientation for both the GWALP23-H12 and GWALP23-H14 peptides in DLPC bilayers and this 

orientation does not change over a pH range of 2-8. In DOPC bilayers, the neutral GWALP23-H012 

peptide adopts an orientation identical to the host peptide GWALP23 and the neutral GWALP23-H014 

peptide adopts an orientation similar to neutral Y5GWALP23-K014. When the pH is lowered to 2, both 

peptides titrate and the charged GWALP23-H+12 peptide (pKa 2.5) adopts a surface bound orientation 

and the charged GWALP23-H+14 (pKa 4.3) peptide increases its tilt angle, similar to that of charged 

Y5GWALP23-K+14 (20). In chapter 2, this work was extended to include single histidine residues at 

positions 13 and 16. In DOPC bilayers, GWALP23-H13 adopts an orientation similar to that of GWALP23, 

although the spectra are less defined and have decreased signal to noise ratio. When the pH is lowered 

to 2, the spectra of GWALP23-H13 show multiple weak resonances, indicating the peptide adopts a multi-

state behavior when the histidine becomes positively charged. GWALP23-H16 adopts a well-defined 

orientation in DOPC bilayers hydrated with pH 6 buffer and when the pH is lowered to 2, the histidine 

titrates (pKa 3.5) and the peptide increases its tilt and modestly adjusts the rotation by 10°. 

 

In the present work, we seek to understand the effect of adding a second histidine residue to the 

GWALP23-H12 sequence, at positions 13, 14 or 16. The key findings are (a) the addition of a second 

residue at position 14 or 16 results in a peptide orientation distinct from the orientations of peptides 

containing a single histidine residue at position 12, 14, or 16 in DLPC and DOPC bilayers; (b) addition of 

a second residue at position 14 or 16 results in loss of the pH-dependent behavior observed in 

corresponding single-histidine peptides; and (c) the addition of an adjacent histidine residue at position 13 

results in pake pattern spectra which likely correspond to some sort of peptide aggregation. 

 

GALA analysis of GWALP23-H12,16 indicates a distinct orientation from GWALP23-H12 or GWALP23-

H16, in DLPC bilayers. This new orientation corresponds to an intermediate tilt value between the more 
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tilted GWALP23-H12 orientation and the less tilted GWALP23-H16 orientation. Because GWALP23-H12 

adopts an orientation identical to that of GWALP23, it is likely that the tilt of this peptide is associated with 

the satisfaction of the Trp residues and is not affected by the presence of the H12 residue. In the 

GWALP23-H16 peptide, the peptide changes its rotation by >100° and decreases the tilt of the peptide. 

This change in rotation and decrease in tilt, allows the peptide to adopt an orientation in which the H16 

residue can be satisfied at the membrane-water interface. Because –H16 is near the end of the peptide, 

the peptide does not need a large tilt value for the H16 residue to reach the interfacial region. When H12 

and H16 are both present in the sequence, the GWALP23-H12,16 peptide changes its orientation to allow 

both histidine residues to be satisfied. This is interesting because the presence of –H12 alone has no 

effect on the orientation of the peptide, yet GWALP23-H12,16 adopts a unique orientation from the –H16 

peptide. The increased tilt of GWALP23-H12,16 suggests that the peptide is trying to accommodate the 

more buried –H12 residue in addition to the –H16 residue. The observed change in rotation, Δρ=45°, 

between GWALP23-H16 and GWALP23-H12,16 could be further evidence that the peptide is responding 

to the presence of H12.  

 

In DOPC bilayers, the GWALP23-H12,16 peptide adopts a surface-bound orientation, at both pH 2 and 

pH 7, suggesting that the peptide is not able to accommodate both histidine residues in the larger DOPC 

bilayers. It is interesting to note that the rotation of the surface-bound GWALP23-H12,16 is different than 

that observed for the surface-bound GWALP23-H+12 peptide. It appears that the presence of a second 

histidine residue drives the peptide to adopts a rotation that allows both histidine residues exposure to the 

bulk solvent, even at the expense of exposing the hydrophobic trp residues. 

 

In the case of GWALP23-H12,14 peptide in DLPC bilayers, the tilt value is significantly lower than that 

observed for GWALP23-H12 or GWALP23-H14 alone. We also observe a significant amount of helix 

unwinding, as Ala17 appears to not be part of the helical core of the peptide. This unwinding is likely 

stabilizing the peptide in an orientation that allows both histidine residues to be satisfied and causing the 

observed reduction in peptide tilt. In DOPC bilayers, the orientation of GWALP23-H12,14 cannot be 

assigned unambiguously; however the combination of semi-static GALA analysis and modified-Gaussian 
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analysis of the measured |Δνq | magnitudes for each of the six core alanine residues suggests that there 

are two possible solutions. The solution obtained from the semi-static GALA analysis, τ=37.7° ρ=267°, 

shows a significant increase in helix tilt compared to GWALP23-H12 (τ=6°) and GWALP23-H14 (τ=16°). 

The modified-Gaussian solution, τ=87° ρ=121°, suggests the peptide adopts a surface-bound orientation. 

The disagreement in solutions between the semi-static GALA analysis and the modified-Gaussian 

approach is likely a result of the different grid sizes between the two methods.  

 

Spectra of GWALP23-H12,13 show a mix of well defined |Δνq | and spectra with broad wing-like pake 

patterns. Interestingly, the pake pattern spectrum is observed for different 2H-alanines, in different lipids, 

pH conditions, and macroscopic sample orientations. Although the changes from pake to well-defined 

spectra are not understood at this time, it is known that the presence of pake spectra in oriented samples 

is likely attributed to peptide oligmerization within the lipid bilayer (29) (30) (31). Although it is not too 

surprising that adjacent histidine residues within a transmembrane segment would cause aggregation, the 

changes in this aggregation behavior with pH, and lipid bilayer thickness are somewhat surprising. It is 

also important to note that multiple histidine residues within some transmembrane helices are known to 

play important roles in self-association and protein-protein interactions which are functionally necessary 

(8) (9-11). 

 

Presently, we have characterized three peptides, GWALP23-H12,13, GWALP23-H12,14, and GWALP23-

H12,16, each containing a pair of buried histidine residues. Notably, position 12 is the center of the 23-

residue peptide sequence. Collectively, the results indicate that the presence of a second histidine 

residue significantly influences the behavior of a transmembrane alpha helix. The influence of pH 

furthermore becomes complicated when two His residues are present within the transmembrane 

sequence. Future work will explore the influence of pairs of histidine residues located near the ends of 

transmembrane peptides and possibly the influence of buried His-Glu pairs on transmembrane peptide 

behavior. 
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3.8 Tables 

Table 1. Sequences of GWALP23 peptides with double histidine substitutions.* 

Name Sequence Reference 

GWALP23 acetyl-GGALWLALALALALALALWLAGA-amide (12) (13) 

GWALP23-H12,13 acetyl-GGALWLALALA H12H13LALALWLAGA-amide This work 

GWALP23-H12,14 acetyl-GGALWLALALA H12A H14ALALWLAGA-amide This work 

GWALP23-H12,16 acetyl-GGALWLALALAH12ALA H16ALWLAGA-amide This work 

 

*Histidine residues are shown in red and anchoring Trp residues are bold. 
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Table 2. 2H NMR quadrupolar splitting magnitudes (|Δνq |, in kHz) for labeled core alanine CD3 groups in 
GWALP23 peptides with double histidine replacements in DOPC lipid bilayers.* 

Lipid Peptide pH 

Alanine CD3 Position 

Reference 7 9 11 13 15 17 

DLPC 

H12 H14 -- 21.6 11.8 24.4 8.2 22.4 25.4 This work 

H12 H16 -- 4.6 16.8 14.8 2.0 23.0 23.0 This work 

H12 -- 28.3 28.3 27.0 19.2 22.4 1.6 (20) 

H14 -- 31.6 16.6 21.8 11.7 1.8 30.6 (20) 

H16 -- 9.0 18.6 2.2 10.2 10.8 1.0 Chapter 2 

GWALP23 -- 26.4 25.5 26.9 14.6 20.7 3.4 (13) 

DOPC 

H12 H14 -- 30.4 30.5 25.0 7.6 13.2 25.4 This work 

H12 H16 -- 7.5 21.2 23.8 14.6 7.3 21.4 This work 

H+12 2.0 2.0 25 56 18.5 1.2 -- (20) 

H012 4.0 16.2 0.4 17.4 2.8 18.4 0.6 (20) 

H+14 2.0 24.8 4.0 14.8 11.8 1.1 26.6 (20) 

H014 6.0 19.4 1.6 15.0 10.0 1.1 22.0 (20) 

H+16 2.0 5.8 19.6 3.2 14.4 7.2 5.2 Chapter 2 

H016 6.0 0.6 12.8 1.0 9.6 8.4 3.8 Chapter 2 

GWALP23 -- 16.6 1.7 16.7 1.5 15.4 2.6 (13) 

 

*Sample orientation is β=0°. Each value (in kHz) is the average of the magnitude observed at β=0° and 
twice the magnitude observed for a β=90° sample orientation. The position of each labeled alanine is 
identified.  
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Table 3. Semi-static GALA and modified Gaussian analysis of transmembrane orientations of related 
GWALP23 peptides 

Lipid Peptide 
GALA Fit Results Modified Gaussian Resultsa 

Reference 
τ0 ρ0 Szz 

RMSD 
(kHz) τ0 ρ0 σρ RMSD 

(kHz) 

DLPC 

H12 H14 10.7° 319° 0.91 1.05 12° 318° 21° 1.25 This Work 

H12 H16 19.3 46 0.79 2.13 -- -- -- -- This Work 

H12 23.3 308 0.70 0.66 18 305 15 1.34 (20) 

H14 26.7 254 0.79 0.75 29 253 24 0.62 (20) 

H16 12.7 91 0.76 0.66 -- -- -- -- Chapter 2 

GWALP23 21.0 305 0.71 0.7 23 304 33 0.7 (16) 

DOPC 

H12 H14 

27.7b 281 0.69 1.62 -- -- -- -- 

This Work 37.7c 267 0.68 2.78 -- -- -- -- 

88.3d 121 0.53 4.32 87 121 20 1.53 

H12 H16 91.0 45 0.52 1.02 -- -- -- -- This Work 

H+12 81.0 296 0.85 0.70 81 297 5 0.88 (20) 

H012 6.0 338 0.71 0.66 6.0 338 0.71 0.66 (20) 

H+14 15.7 246 0.83 1.22 19 247 24 1.28 (20) 

H014 10.3 250 0.91 1.28 11 249 18 0.67 (20) 

H+16 8.3 101 0.85 0.54 8.3 101 0.85 0.54 Chapter 2 

H016 5.7 90 0.73 0.67 5.7 90 0.73 0.67 Chapter 2 

GWALP23 6.0 323 0.87 0.6 9 321 48 0.7 (16) 
 

a The modified Gaussian analysis followed Sparks et al. (16), with στ assigned a fixed finite value of 10°. 
στ and σρ are related to the widths of distributions of helix orientations, effectively indicating the 
uncertainties in τ0 and ρ0. 

bThis result was obtained by removing A17 from the data set. 

cThis result was the solution with the lowest RMSD obtained by the semi-static GALA analysis. 

dThis result was the second possible solution obtained from the semi-static GALA analysis, and the result 
that most closely matched the result obtained by the modified-Gaussian approach 
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3.9 Figures 

Figure 1. Models to illustrate positions of histidine residues introduced within the helix of GWALP23. 
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Figure 2. Deuterium NMR spectra for six labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H12,14 in DLPC and 
DOPC bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at pH 6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/lipid 
ratio is 1/60 at a temperature of 50°C. 
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Figure 3. Deuterium NMR spectra for six labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H12,16 in DLPC bilayers, 
hydrated with 10 mM buffer at pH 2 or pH 6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/lipid ratio is 
1/60 at a temperature of 50°C. 
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Figure 4. Deuterium NMR spectra for six labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H12,14 in DOPC 
bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at pH 2 or pH 6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/lipid 
ratio is 1/60 at a temperature of 50°C. 
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Figure 5. Quadrupolar wave analysis of GWALP23-H12,16 in DLPC bilayers. 
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Figure 6. Quadrupolar wave analysis of GWALP23-H12,16 in DOPC bilayers. 
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Figure 7. Models depicting actual tilted orientation of GWALP23-H12,16 in DLPC and DOPC bilayers. 
Arrow indicated direction of bilayer normal. 
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Figure 8. Quadrupolar wave analysis of GWALP23-H12,14 in DLPC bilayers. Alanine 17, shown in red, is 
not part of the core helix. 
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Figure 9. Deuterium NMR spectra for four labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H12,13  in DLPC 
bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at pH 2 or pH 6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/lipid 
ratio is 1/60 at a temperature of 50°C. Pake pattern spectra are indicated in red. 
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Figure 10. Deuterium NMR spectra for four labeled alanine residues in GWALP23-H12,13  in DOPC 
bilayers, hydrated with 10 mM buffer at pH 2 or pH 6, showing β=90° sample orientation. The peptide/lipid 
ratio is 1/60 at a temperature of 50°C. Pake pattern spectra are indicated in red. 
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3.10 Supporting Information 

Figure S1. Isotope distribution obtained by MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry for GWALP23-H12,13.  
Successive peaks within each envelope (representing the molecules with 4 deuterons or with 8 
deuterons) differ by ± 1 atomic mass unit due to the statistical distribution of naturally abundant 13C (1.1% 
natural abundance). 
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Figure S2. Circular spectra for GWALP23-H12,13 and GWALP23-H12,14 in DLPC vesicles. 
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Conclusions 

Histidine residues are significant for not only soluble protein function but also membrane protein function. 

Our results fill gaps in the knowledge of His imidazole ionization properties in lipid bilayer membranes and 

the influence of the presence of one or two histidine residues on the orientation of a transmembrane 

peptide. The present results allow us to compare the ionization behavior of Arg, Lys, and His side chains 

at positions 12 and 14 in DOPC bilayer membranes (Chapter 1), highlighting that the Arg guanidinium 

seeks hydration or exits the bilayer but does not release its proton, the Lys ammonium pKa is at least 4 pH 

units lower than its aqueous value, and the His imidazolium pKa is about 2–4 pH units lower, depending 

on its location in the bilayer. To further understand the postion-dependent ionization behavior of histidine 

ionization within a transmembrane sequence, this study was expanded to include characterization of 

histidine residues at positions 13 and 16 (Chapter 2). With the results of single-histidine residues in hand, 

the effect of adding a pair of buried histidine residues was explored by incorporating a second histidine 

residue to the GWALP23-H12 sequence at positions 13, 14, and 16 (Chapter 3). These results are of 

interest and importance for experiments as well as molecular dynamics simulations that address the 

properties of membrane proteins. 

 

 


